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Foreword

This book is for any networking professional, who is working in the communication industry, and 
has already acquired a great knowledge of computer networking technologies.

It aims, when we need it, to refresh our memories from time to time about the very essentials of 
optical and Internet technologies which are becoming fundamental to our communication systems. 

It is not in any case a substitute to the network protocol standard specifications and Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) Request for Comments (RFCs) that we have to study in our field. 

Serge-Paul Carrasco
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C H A P T E R  1

Introduction to Communication

The Internet, initially a research network funded by the US government, as we all know, grew into the 
most successful commercial network to connect worldwide computer networks. This causes the emer-
gence of new optical technologies to carry efficiently Internet traffic and to abandon other legacy tech-
nologies not perfectly suitable for the Internet. 

Ethernet has been the most successful LAN (Local Area Networks) technology winning over Token-
Ring and FDDI for computer networks. MAN/WAN (Metro/Wide Area Networks) originated from tele-
communication networks such as the public switched telephone networks (PSTN) and expanded into 
data communication to accommodate the demand to connect enterprise LANs, with technologies such 
as X.25, ISDN, Frame Relay and lately ATM. 

Network Protocols

To reduce their design complexity, network protocols for data communication are modeled with layers. 
The Open System Information (OSI) model from the International Standard Organization (ISO) speci-
fied a 7 layers model for interoperability between computer systems. The 7 layers includes:

•	 Application Layer: end-user applications;
•	 Presentation Layer: presentation (structure) of data to the applications;
•	 Session Layer: establishment/change/termination of the connection;
•	 Transport Layer: end-to-end transfer of data from source to destination;
•	 Network Layer: routing packets through the network;
•	 Data Link Layer: framing bits;
•	 Physical Layer: optical or electrical transmission of bits.
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Figure 1-1: OSI Reference Model

Traditionally:

•	 Repeaters have been used as devices to interconnect layer 1 networks, by reproducing data;
•	 Switches and Bridges interconnect layer 2 networks, providing packet forwarding;
•	 Routers interconnect layer 3 networks providing routing of data from end-to-end.  

OSI protocols, like IBM’s SNA (System Network Administration), did not succeed in the marketplace in 
generating adoption of network protocols. But it is a powerful means to explain network technologies.

Protocols are usually specified using mathematical techniques such as the finite state machine or Petri 
net models.

There are a number of design issues for network protocols to work namely:

•	 Data Flows: rules to transfer data:
o Simplex: data travels in one direction;
o Half-duplex: data travels in two directions but not simultaneously;
o Full-duplex: data travels in both directions at once;

•	 Error Control: detecting and correcting errors during transmission;
•	 Connection-Oriented versus Connectionless-Oriented Services: the connection-oriented serv-

ice is modeled after the telephone system: a dedicated connection is established between the 
sender and the receiver. The connectionless-oriented service is modeled after the postal service: 
data packets are routed through the system independent of each other;
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•	 Asynchronous versus Synchronous: communication between the network elements can be 
synchronized or not in the network;

•	 Packet Switching or statistical multiplexing: bandwidth for packets is allocated only as the 
sender requires it for transmission. There are no unused time slots as in TDM (see next para-
graph). There are two types of packet or data switching:
o Datagram: packets are routed independently such as in the Internet;
o Virtual Circuits: packets are switched by establishing from the sender to the receiver a 

logical path or channel (therefore many logical paths can share the same facility) such as in 
X.25, Frame Relay or ATM networks. Network resources are reserved from end-to-end in 
two ways:

•	 Switched Virtual Circuits (SVC): channels can be on-demand;
•	 Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVC): channels are permanent.

The Physical Layer

Networks are using a variety of transmission medium, including copper wire, coaxial cable, and optical 
fiber for wire line networks (radio and microwaves transmissions for wireless networks). Over these me-
dia, communication systems have used electrical current and light (or radio waves) to transfer digital in-
formation using binary digits (bits). Although, the trend now for high capacity networks is to use optical 
signals.

Figure 1-2: Electromagnetic Spectrum

To increase the capacity of transmitted signals, various multiplexing techniques have been created:

•	 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM): all public digital networks have been designed with TDM 
as the basic building block. TDM combines traffic from multiple lower-speed inputs onto a single 
common high capacity output:
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Figure 1-3: TDM

•	 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM): same principle as TDM, but in that case multiple 
channels of different frequency are multiplexed;

Figure 1-4: FDM 

•	 Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM): a variation of FDM used in optical fibers 
using the property of wavelengths which can be multiplexed through a prism or diffraction 
grating.

Figure 1-5: WDM
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The Data Link Layer
 
Broadly speaking, there are two types of transmission technologies:

•	 Broadcast (or Shared) Networks: a single communication channel shared by all the network 
elements. When the transmission is limited to a number of receivers, the transmission is called 
multicast. Broadcast networks can use bus or ring architecture; 

•	 Point-to-Point Networks: multiple communication channels between individual pair of network 
elements. In that case, since multiple routes are possible from a source to a destination, routing al-
gorithms are required. Some possible topologies for point-to-point networks include star and 
mesh. In LANs, star networks are called switched networks to distinguish them from broadcast 
networks. Mesh networks are now the preferred point-to-point topology for long distance commu-
nication.

Figure 1-6: Bus and Ring Topologies

Figure 1-7: Star and Mesh Topologies

The goal of the data link is to convert the raw bit stream offered by the physical layer into a stream of 
frames. Various framing methods can be used for that. Data link protocols also provide error control to 
detect and retransmit damaged or lost frames and flow control to deal with network congestion.

The Telephone Network
 

The PSTN, in North America, used a series of offices or Central Offices (CO), in which the digital 
switches are housed. Class 5 switches serve the local loop.
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Figure 1-8: Switching Hierarchy

The PSTN is based on circuit switching. A signaling protocol SS7 is used from end to end to set up a 
path through the network or trunk for each circuit.

Analog voice (signals of 4 kHz) is digitized with a codec using Pulse Code Multiplexing (PCM) pro-
ducing 8 bits 8000 times per seconds (or 125 micros/sample according to the Nyquist Theorem) there-
fore 64 Kb/s called DS0. The DS0 is the building block of all TDM networks.

ATM, Frame Relay and X.25 Packet Switching Networks (see Appendix)

X.25 and its successor Frame Relay specified by the CCITT (now called ITU) were early implementa-
tions of packet switching in service provider networks using virtual circuits (identified by a DLCI for 
Frame Relay).

Using virtual circuits as well (identified by VPI/VCI virtual path identification/virtual channel identifica-
tion), ATM was a packet switching technology for high-speed broadband networks, initially B-ISDN, 
for 155 Mps and above, designed to be a general-purpose connection-oriented service for LANs and 
WANs, voice and data.

Due to the rise of Internet traffic (see Chapter XI), all these packet networks are being replaced with 
Internet technologies.  

The Internet
 
The Internet is a mesh of networks, each of them operated by a Service Provider, connected at exchange 
points. The larger providers (Tier 1), often known as “backbone providers”, have generally “peering” 
and back up agreements with each other. Smaller providers buy transit services from larger ones.
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Figure 1-9: Internet Architecture

The Internet introduces a “stateless” architecture that contrasts to the “stateful” approach of telecommu-
nications networks. All Internet packets carry a source and a destination and are routed independently 
using their headers information. There is no path set up in order to provide an end-to-end connection. 
Reliable transport is provided at the user’s computer not within the network.   

The Internet is based on the Internet Protocol (IP) specified by the IETF. Because of the explosive 
growth of the Internet, optical fiber due to its high transmission capacity is now the preferred transmis-
sion medium for the Internet.

Figure 1-10: Growth of the Arpanet and NSFnet Initial Internets:
December 1969 - July 1970
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C H A P T E R  2

Optical Communication

Optical Signals

Optical fiber provides low-loss transmission over an enormous frequency ranges, making it a remark-
able communication medium compared to copper or free space. An optical fiber consists of a cylindrical 
core surrounding by a cladding both made of Silica (SiO2) or pure glass.

Light is an electromagnetic wave, so all its properties start with Maxwell’s equations regarding its elec-
tric and magnetic field. Light consists of a continuum of monochromatic waves. Each monochromatic 
wave can be considered as a sine wave, characterized by its wavelength or color ranging from red to vio-
let.
Clear glass (like water) allows the propagation of light. In the fiber, light is propagated by internal reflec-
tion, principle known as Descartes Snell’s law, that occurs at the core-cladding interface.  

Figure 2-1: Light Propagation

An optical signal is characterized by its:

•	 Power: there is a practical limit to the amount of power for an optical signal because of the non-
linear effects (see following paragraph);

•	 Wavelength: the wavelength of the signal is given by the relation:
o � = C0/(N * F), where C0 is the velocity of the light in vacuum, N the refractive index of 

the medium (silica) and F the frequency of the signal; 
o N = C0/C, where C is the velocity of the light in the medium;
The refractive index of the medium, as the velocity of the signal, is dependent of the wave-
length of the signal;
o The energy of the photon or smallest particle of light is a function of its wavelength:

E = H * �, where H is the Planck’s constant;
•	 Polarization: polarization indicates the direction of the electric and magnetic fields as light propa-

gates into the medium;
•	 Transmission Format: current optical transmission systems modulate light according to its ampli-

tude (amplitude modulation). A signal peak is a 1 and a valley a zero. This modulation is called 
return to zero (RZ). A slightly modification is non-return-to-zero (NRZ) where 1s are carried until 
the apparition of a zero.
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Figure 2-2: Modulation Format: binary signal, amplitude, frequency and phase modulations

When the optical signal enters matter, its electromagnetic field interacts with the atoms of the matter. 
This results in changing the characteristics and properties of the initial signal. These interactions depend 
of the light electromagnetic field, its wavelength and the matter itself. The optical signal is degraded in a 
number of ways including: attenuation, dispersion and non-linearities.

Signal Attenuation

During the manufacturing process of the silica, some impure elements cannot be removed in their en-
tirety. They alter the optical characteristics of the fiber. This either result in optical throughput loss by 
scattering the transmitted signal or have an absorptive effect on the optical signal:

•	 Material Absorption: some wavelengths are absorbed by:
o The silica causing ultraviolet absorption at the short wavelengths and infrared absorption at 

longer ones;
o Some fiber impurities: the most serious impurity effect is due to OH ions, from traces of 

water in the fiber, which causes the major peak at 1390 nm as well as several other minor 
peaks.

•	 Rayleigh Scattering: light is scattered because of the fluctuation of the density in the fiber (there-
fore leading to different refractive index). Rayleigh scattering is proportional to the fourth power 
of the signal frequency. Therefore, it is a dominant effect for short wavelengths;

Figure 2-3: Effects of Fiber Impurities - Absorption and Scattering 
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Signal Dispersion

Dispersion arises whenever different components of the transmitted signal travel at different velocities 
in the fiber, therefore arriving at different times at the receiver and spreading the signal out:  

•	 Intermodal Dispersion: occurs in multimode fibers because different modes (a mode is the path 
taken by a guided ray of light) incur different velocities and therefore there is a delay between the 
fastest and the slowest guided ray;

•	 Chromatic Dispersion: arises for two reasons:
o Material Dispersion: the silica is said to be “dispersive” meaning that its refractive index is 

dependent of the frequency of the optical signal. Therefore, since a pulse consists of a range 
of wavelengths (because an optical signal cannot be produced in such a way that it is totally 
a monochromatic wave that is of one color or wavelength), different frequency components 
of a pulse travel at different velocities in the silica. The delay between the different compo-
nents of the pulse causes its change in shape; 

Figure 2.4: Chromatic Dispersion

o Waveguide Dispersion: a portion of the light energy can propagate into the fiber cladding. 
This power distribution between the core and cladding is itself dependent of the wavelength 
causing its velocity to change;

•	 Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD): the optical fiber is said to be “birefringent”, that is, it 
alters the polarization state of the electromagnetic field of the signal because it does not possess 
cylindrical symmetry. The elliptic shape of the fiber (due in particular to the stress accumulated 
over the years) exhibits a different refractive index to the different polarizations of the light, caus-
ing them to travel with different velocities.

Figure 2.5: Polarization Mode Dispersion
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Non-Linear Effects 

Nonlinear effects can be classified into two categories. The first occurs because of scattering effects due 
to the interactions of light waves with molecular vibrations in the silica. The second, called Kerr effects, 
occurs because the refractive index of the silica is dependent of the intensity of the optical signal. 

•	 Scattering Effects: they are the consequences for the collisions of light with the atoms of the 
silica:
o Simulated Raman Scattering (SRS): in SRS, the collision produces new vibrational waves 

propagating in the same directions (since SRS involves the transfer of energy from a lower 
to a higher frequency wave it can be used for amplification); 

o Simulated Brillouin Scattering (SBR): in SBR the power lost from the scattering is 
transferred to an acoustic wave (or phonons) called Stokes wave. Both the scattered and the 
acoustic waves propagate in the backward direction.

•	 Kerr Effects: the Kerr effects are caused by high optical powers (given to the signal by the lasers 
and amplifiers, see next paragraph), in the optical fiber for high bit-rate systems. Whereas in low 
bit-rate systems, they can often be ignored;

o Four-Wave Mixing (FWM): adjacent wavelengths produce new waves called sidebands or 
harmonics. FWM can be lowered with chromatic dispersion;

Figure 2.6:  Four-Wave Mixing

o Self Phase Modulations (SPM): the intensity of the light itself causes variable changes in 
the refractive index of the fiber. This results because the refractive index of the medium 
(which depends of its density of atoms) changes with the intensity of the applied electric 
field from the signal (which in turn is proportional to the square of the field amplitude). This 
non-linearity of the refractive index of the silica introduces some small changes in the propa-
gation constant of the signal. Thus different parts of the pulse undergo different phase shifts 
or self phase modulations, which gives rise to “chirping” of the pulses. Pulses chirping are 
pulses whose shapes have been modified because of frequency or phase variations. Pulse 
chirping in turn enhances the pulse broadening effects of dispersion;

o Cross-Phase Modulations (XPM): when different signals are multiplexed such as in WDM 
(see next chapter), the chirping or phase shifts of the pulses induced by the SPM effect, are 
enhanced because of the intensity of the signals in other channels. This effect is called cross-
phase modulations. 
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the SPM-Induced Chirp

Although non-linear effects degrade optical signals they are the basis of lasers, optical amplifiers and 
dispersion compensation.
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C H A P T E R  3

Optical Components and Sub Systems

Transmission Fiber

There are three “windows” or bands in the transmission spectrum of optical fiber which range roughly 
from 800 to 1,700 nm representing 20 THz of bandwidth:

•	 800-900 nm: first window used in the 1970s and early 1980s equipment;
•	 1310 nm: second window used from the mid 1980s for SONET/SDH equipment;
•	 1550 nm: third window for new DWDM communication equipment since the late 1990s, requir-

ing more expensive components.

Figure 3-1: Attenuation of Light

There are two kinds of fiber:

•	 Multi Mode (MMF): rays of lights or modes may propagate in different directions;
•	 Single Mode (SMF): only one ray of light can propagate over a smaller core. SMF is used for 

higher data rates and longer distances than MMF.

Conventional fiber can be limited by its physical properties. So by subtle changes to the chemical com-
positions and dimensions of the core and cladding, some of the physical properties of the fiber can be 
modified. The two most deployed fiber types are at this point (many more are in research): 
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•	 Standard Single Mode Fiber (SSMF): has its zero dispersion point in 1,310 nm and is largely 
deployed;

•	 Non-Zero Dispersion Shifted Fiber (NZDSF): has its zero dispersion point below 1,530 nm and 
combine chromatic dispersion to balance FWM. NZDSF is starting to be deployed in the long 
haul.

Figure 3-2: Fiber Dispersion

Optical Signal Sources: 

There are two kinds of light sources: light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers:

•	 LEDs:  a LED is a monolithically integrated p-n semiconductor, where electrons are in the n-type 
region and holes are in the p-type region. When voltage, that is, an electric field is applied be-
tween the two, electrons are moving to the holes called the active region and during that process 
are losing some quantum energy or photons which is radiated as electromagnetic energy or light.

Figure 3-3:  LED

LEDs are mostly used for cheap data communication systems and not for optical transmission, 
since they do not provide high-output signals, their light spectrum is relatively wide and they can-
not be directed modulated for high data rates. 

•	 Lasers (Light Amplification by Simulated Radiation): lasers are converting electrical energy to 
monochromatic light. Some electrical energy is supplied through a pump to move the atoms of a 
medium such as gas or crystal to an excited state. When photons are sent to the excited atoms, 
they release new photons or light energy through a region called cavity that generates the light 
beam.
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Lasers are basically optical amplifiers enclosed with a refractive cavity whose specific structure 
causes the laser to oscillate via positive feedback. Lasers can either use semiconductor as the gain 
medium or Erbium-doped fiber. Semiconductors lasers are by far the most popular light source in 
optical communication. Lasers are single wavelength (except tunable ones), can be modulated and 
produce relatively high power thus are quite expensive. There are many types of lasers:

 
o Fabry-Perot Laser: the cavity is formed by two highly reflective mirrors placed parallel to 

each other;
o Distributed-Feedback Laser: the light feedback is distributed by a series of closely spaced 

reflectors;
o Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL): they are designed by laying down a 

very large number of semiconductor material and are emitting light from the surface instead 
of the edge;

o Tunable Laser: can emit light at specific selectable wavelengths and can be tuned to a 
range of wavelengths.

Figure 3-4: A Simplified Fabry-Perot Structure

Figure 3-5: A Simplified VCSEL Structure

Optical Signals Receivers

Receivers are mainly photodetectors that include a photodiode which convert an optical signal to a pho-
tocurrent and an amplifier that amplify the photocurrent to a sufficient level for further processing. The 
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photodiode is a p-n junction whose mode of operation is essentially the reverse of a semiconductor opti-
cal amplifier.

Optical Amplifiers

Amplifiers are required since optical signals are attenuated. Prior to the advent of amplifiers, regenera-
tors were used.

A regenerator converts an optical signal to an electrical one (optical to electrical to optical (OEO) con-
version) and performs “3R” functions, that is, re-time, re-shape and re-generate it. Regenerators are not 
used anymore and are being replaced by amplifiers.

Amplifiers increase the magnitude of the wavelengths (and noise) without OEO conversions. They are 
transparent to signal rates and formats. The major types of amplifiers include: 

•	 Raman Amplifiers: based on the Raman effect, they were the first generation of optical amplifi-
ers before EDFAs. They are now sometimes used as a supplement to EDFAs for occasional high 
signal loss;

•	 Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs): EDFAs use fiber doped with Erbium ions and apply 
the same principle as lasers do. They have good performance for long haul applications;

Figure 3-6: EDFA Amplifier

•	 Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOA): they use the same principle that semiconductor lasers 
but are not as efficient as EDFAs.

Transponders

They provide optical to electrical conversions for SONET/SDH and DWDM transmission and reception 
from OC-48 to OC-768. Transponders combine generally a pair of optical transmitter and receiver and 
integrate electrical multiplexing demultiplexing, in addition to signal clocking and performance monitor-
ing functionality.
Transponders can as well provide wavelength conversion by modifying an input wavelength (let’s say a 
red one) to another one (let’s say a blue one) on an output.

Optical Switching Fabric

A number of techniques are still in development today for switching wavelengths:
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•	 Liquid Crystal: they depend on the polarization of the light for switching. They are used for 
small switches;  

• Thermo-Optic (Mach-Zehnder Interferometer): the light is switched by acting on its refractive 
index. The light is split between waveguides whose refractive index is a function of the tempera-
ture. By changing the refractive index, a phase difference is introduced between the light paths. 
They are used for small switches;

Figure 3-7: Mach-Zehnder Interferometer

•   Micro-Electrical Machines (MEMs): MEMS include arrays of tiny tilting mirrors, which are ei-
ther 2D or 3D that deflect the light beam to different outputs. MEMs seem to be the winning 
switching technology right now

Figure 3-8: MEMs

•	 Bubble Jet: a bubble of gas, created by tiny electrodes, can interrupt a light path;
•	 Acousto Optic: sound waves in this case are used to deflect light.

Wavelength Multiplexers/Demultiplexers

Multiplexer/Demultiplexer separate the different wavelengths. These elements use a number of basic 
components such as couplers (which split signals), filters and isolators:
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Figure 3-9: A Coupler

•	 Star Couplers: use a number of couplers to split 1 signal in n signals using fiber;

Figure 3-10: Star Couplers 

•	 Thin Film Filters: each filter adds a wavelength. Multiplexing is done through a cascade of 
filters. Filters use a combination of high and low refractive index;

•	 Planar Waveguide or Arrayed Waveguide (AWG): they are a generalization of the Mach-
Zehnder Interferometer using an input and output coupler;

Figure 3-11: AWG

•	 Other technologies: Bulk gratings, Fiber Bragg gratings (FBG), Mach-Zehnder structures, 
Mach-Zehnder + FBG technologies.

A grating is a device that involves interference among multiple signals originating from the same 
source but with different relative phase shifts. Bragg grating is a series of stripes of different refractive 
index materials, each of which reflects a specific wavelength of light.
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Figure 3-12: Fiber Bragg Gratings

Optical Add/Drop (OADM)

OADM using different filtering technologies provides add/drop of wavelengths. New OADM allows se-
lective wavelength add/drop via software.

Dispersion Compensators

There are two methods to compensate dispersion: dispersion compensating fiber (see the previous para-
graph) and Chirped Fiber Bragg Gratings. Chromatic dispersion introduces larger delays for low fre-
quencies of a pulse. Chirped Fiber Bragg Gratings does the opposite by introducing larger delays for the 
higher frequencies of the pulse. 

Figure 3-13: Chirped Fiber Bragg Gratings
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C H A P T E R  4

Optical Transport and Switching

Public networks have evolved from: 

•	 Asynchronous TDM or Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH): the first generation of TDM 
networks;

•	 To Synchronous TDM or Synchronous Optical Network (SONET/SDH): significantly improv-
ing PDH;

•	 To Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM/DWDM): increasing transmission capac-
ity;

•	 And in the future to Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM): instead of TDM of electrical 
signals, OTDM multiplex optical signals.

Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM)

WDM combines multiple optical signals into a single fiber by transmitting each signal on a different 
wavelength. WDM systems can be dense (DWDM) for a high number of wavelengths or wide 
(WWDM) or coarse (CWDM) for a low number of wavelengths. DWDM benefits include increasing 
fiber capacity and reducing transmission costs through a reduction of the number of network elements. 
DWDM eliminated multiple regenerators and SONET ADMs (see next paragraph) in point-to-point com-
munications.

Figure 4.1: DWDM Point-to-Point System

Current metro core and long haul DWDM systems transport:

•	 From 40 to 80 channels (wavelengths) spaced by 100 to 50 GHz;
•	 On an OC-48/OC-192 over 1,000-5,000 Km;
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•	 With distributed amplifiers spaced typically from 40 to 120 km.

An out-of-band wavelength called optical supervisory channel (OSC) is generally used to communicate 
management information between nodes especially for monitoring the state of the amplifiers.

Figure 4-2: DWDM System

DWDM system utilizes the following spectrum:

•	 S-band (Short Wavelength): suitable in metropolitan networks;
•   C-band (Conventional Wavelength): deployed in most DWDM systems before 2000 and using 
EDFA;
•   L-band (Long Wavelength): growing in the long haul due to new optical components and 
systems.

Figure 4-3: DWDM Bands
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Figure 4-4: ITU Grid

The trend in DWDM is to increase capacity and distance:

•	 Longer distances to thousands of kilometers;
•	 Faster transmission speeds: OC-192 and OC-768;
•	 More waves in the C-band;
•	 Opening up more wavelength bands: L and S;
•	 Bi-directional interleaved (multiplexing) transmission.

Figure 4-5: Waves Spacing

Figure 4-6: 96 Channel Spectrum
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Some of the critical factors to enable that involve:

•	 High channel density multiplexing;
•	 Solid transmitter stability;
•	 Flat gain amplification (power equalization).

Moving from the present OC-48 (2.5 Gb/s) rate to OC-192 (10 Gb/s) represents the following chal-
lenges:

•	 4 times the capacity;
•	 ¼ bit time;
•	 4 times the optical power;
•	 16 times non-linearities and dispersion.

With OC-768 (40 Gb/s), transmission becomes very sensitive to fiber impairments mainly dispersion 
(chromatic and PMD) and non-linearities because of the increase number of channels, decrease channels 
spacing and increase optical power on each channel.

To reduce the accumulation of noise, forward error correction (FEC) techniques are used. Error correc-
tion is added to the signal at the transmitter, and stripped at the receiver. FEC is transparent to higher 
layer protocols but adds overhead to the signal (5 to 20%).

For longer distances, solitons open new possibilities. Solitons are narrow pulses with high-peak powers 
and special shapes. They stay without changes over long distances by combining the effect of chromatic 
dispersion with SPM (Solitons satisfies Schrodinger’s equations).

Synchronous Optical Network/Digital Hierarchy (SONET/SDH)

SONET/SDH has been the predominant transport technology for telephony and leased lines. It provides 
a digital TDM transmission hierarchy for high capacity optical transmission. The goal of SONET was to 
provide:

•	 Standardized fiber interfaces;
•	 Higher transmission speeds;
•	 Network scalability;
•	 Multi-vendors interworking;
•	 Easier management than PDH.

SONET basic network elements include: terminals (interfaces), add/drop multiplexers (ADMs) and digi-
tal cross-connects (DCSs). SONET NEs can be deployed in point-to-point (or linear) and ring networks. 
SONET rings because of their survivability have been deployed extensively. 
   

•	 SONET building block is the synchronous transport signal (STS-1) with a line rate of 52 Mb/s. 
SDH building block is the synchronous transport module (STM-1) with a line rate of 155 Mb/s.  
SDH can be viewed as a superset of SONET;

•	 SONET/SDH uses tightly synchronized clocking environment. The signal is not demultiplexed 
and then remultiplexed at every central office like in PDH. SONET/SDH allows simple add/drop 
multiplexing (ADM);
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•	 STS electrical signal are converted into optical signal, called Optical Carriers (OC) when transmit-
ted over fiber by the SONET multiplexer equipment;

Figure 4-7: SONET/SDH transmission rates

•	 SONET frames have overhead and payload. An STS-1 frame is a nine-row by 90-column byte 
matrix totaling 810 bytes. STS-1 frames are transmitted from left to right and top to down (with a 
period of 125 micro sec or 8000 frames/s). The first 3 columns are assigned to the transport over-
head and the remaining 87 to the synchronous payload (SPE);

•	 SONET overhead is divided into three layers. Each of this layer has its own overhead:

o Path Layer: generates the frames into the payload and provide services between two end-
to-end SONET multiplexers. The path overhead (POH) is formed within the first column of 
the SPE;

o Line Layer: multiplex the signals between ADMs or DCSs;
o Section Layer: monitors and ensures the transmission of the bits between regenerators.

Figure 4-8: SONET Layers
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Figure 4-9: STS-1 Frame

•	 To solve synchronization issues, the actual data is not directly transported in the payload but 
rather in another internal frame (The SPE for SONET and a VC (virtual container) in SDH) that 
floats over successive payloads. The actual SPE data can be floating (beginning anywhere within 
the STS-1 payload) or locked (beginning row 1 column 1 of the STS-1 frame). A pointer in the 
H1, H2 and H3 bytes indicates the beginning of the payload;

•	 STS-1 frames can be linked together to carry higher rate payloads: an OC-3c is the “concatena-
tion” (or byte interleaved) of 3 OC-1;

•	 Virtual Tributaries (VT) allow the transport of payloads smaller than STS-1 and map them 
into STS-1. Each STS-1 frame is divided into 7 Virtual Tributaries Groups (VTGs);
o VT1.5 carries a DS-1. A single VTG can carry 4 VT1.5. VT2 carries an E1;

Figure 4-10: SONET/SDH Multiplex
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•	 SONET is built with OAM&P capabilities into its overhead and allows the communication of 
operations management traffic through its D1, D2, D3 bytes called data communication channel 
(DCC) offering 192 Kb/s.

Network Survivability

Survivability is the ability of the network to continue providing services in the presence of failures. Sur-
vivability involves protection and restoration mechanisms for the network to recover. In general, three 
types of recovery can be designed in a network:

•	 Node Recovery: failure addressed by redundant or back up equipment;
•	 Path Recovery: a path is an end-to-end connection. In that case, failure is addressed at the end 

nodes:
o Path Protection: secondary paths are pre-allocated (e.g. pre-provisioned);
o Path Restoration:  connections are re-routed;

•	 Line (also named span) Recovery: a line is an intermediate connection between end-to-end 
service nodes. In that case, failure is addressed at a transit node:
o Line Protection: traffic is switched to an alternate link connecting the same two nodes;
o Line Restoration: traffic is switched to an alternate route between the two nodes.

For SONET/SDH, a mechanism called APS (Automatic Protection Switching) exists both at the path 
and the line layer and is built in SONET/SDH overhead through SONET/SDH K1/K2 bytes.
For DWDM, mechanisms must be provided by the equipment vendor at the optical channel (Och). 

The path and line recovery mechanisms must be applied to the various network topologies:

•	 SONET/SDH Point-To-Point/Linear: SONET/SDH APS methods for simple point-to-point 
networks include:
o 1+1: one protection facility for one working facility;
o M:N: M protection facilities (back ups) for N working ones (primary ones);
o 1:1 and 1:N: 1 protection facility for 1 or N working ones;

•	 SONET/SDH Ring Networks: SONET/SDH APS can be done at the path or the line layer within 
the ring. Switch-over between facilities must be done in less than 50 ms.

o UPSR (Unidirectional Path Switched Ring): this is a 1+1 protection involving both 
protection and restoration at the path layer. Both traffic of a connection travel around the 
ring in the same direction (e.g. two circles in opposite directions within the ring). There are 
unidirectional.

o BLSR (Bi-directional Line Switched Ring): this is a 1+1 protection involving both 
protection and restoration at the line layer. Both traffic of a connection travel between two 
nodes in the opposite direction (e.g. two circles in opposite directions between NEs). There 
are bi-directional.

UPSR rings are generally access rings and use 2 fibers. BLSR are core rings and use 4 fibers since 
they offer generally higher survivability capability. SONET rings are said to be “self-healing” be-
cause they detect network failures and re-route traffic away from failed links and nodes.
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The ring architecture suffers from the risk of a node failure that might source traffic from another 
ring. A solution to this risk is dual access nodes that provide two interconnections between two 
rings;

•	 DWDM Mesh Networks: survivability in mesh networks is much more complex than in point-to-
point or ring networks. A simple 1+1 protection establishes two node-disjoint paths for each con-
nection. Obviously, a better alternative is to use restoration that will enable sharing of protection 
resources between connections. In general, no DWDM optical protection in SONET networks 
should replace SONET APS.

Digital Wrapper (ITU G.709)

In order to allow transmission of protocol independent data streams on optical channels (OCh) without 
SONET/SDH framing, the ITU has defined the concept of digital wrappers that “wrap” or encapsulate 
protocol overhead and payload within a wavelength. The wrapper is streamlined and FEC can be added.
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C H A P T E R  5

Ethernet Transport and Switching

Over the years, Ethernet has emerged as the preferred transmission medium for IP evolving from 10 
Mb/s in early 1981 to now 10 Gb/s. Designed first as a LAN technology, Ethernet initially consisted of a 
single coaxial cable limited to 500 meters to which multiple computer stations were connected. IEEE 
controls the definition of the Ethernet standard.

Ethernet Physical Link Layer

The Ethernet physical layer defines the electrical signaling, lines states, clocking requirements, encod-
ing of data, and connectors for data. Manchester encoding is used for Ethernet signals:

Figure 5-1: Manchester Encoding

Following are the various Ethernet standards defined by the IEEE:

•	 IEEE 802.3 Ethernet (10 Mb/s): runs on 5 types of physical layers:
o 10Base5 (thick Ethernet coaxial cable);
o 10Base2 (thin Ethernet coaxial cable);
o 10Base10 (Ethernet over copper unshielded twisted pair);
o 10BaseF (Ethernet over fiber);
o 10Braod36 (Ethernet over broadband e.g. CATV);

With 10Base10, Ethernet became full duplex with separate paths for transmission and reception;
•	 IEEE 802.3u Fast Ethernet (100 Mb/s): both half and full-duplex, keeping also the same 802.3 

frame format, the CSMA/CD protocol and operating over two physical layers: 
o 100Base-T2, 100Base-T4, 100Base-TX (copper unshielded twisted pair);
o 100Base-FX (multimode fiber);

•	 IEEE 802.3z Gigabit Ethernet (1Gb/s): both half and full-duplex, keeping also the same 802.3 
frame format, the CSMA/CD protocol and operating over three physical layers: 
o 1000Base-CX (short-haul copper);
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o 1000Base-SX (short-wavelength optics): multi-mode (MMF) and single mode fiber (SMF) 
at 850 nm (see in Chapter II definitions for MMF and SMF);

o 1000Base-LX (long-wavelength optics): multi-mode (MMF) and single mode fiber (SMF) 
at 1310 nm.

There is as well a 1Gb Ethernet over unshielded twisted pair 1000Base-T (IEEE 802.3ab).

Vendors have been able to develop 1000Base-SX over 1 Km and 1000Base-LX over more than 10 Kms 
making Ethernet an optical technology for Metro applications (see next paragraph).

Ethernet Data Link Layer

The Ethernet data link layer consists of two sub layers: the Media Access Control (MAC), IEEE 802.3 
and the Logical Link Control (LLC), IEEE 802.2.

The MAC sub layer is responsible for data transmission in a shared media. Ethernet was half-duplex e.g. 
requiring multiple stations to share access to a single medium. The MAC sub layer initially involved the 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) protocol for transmission:

•	 CSMA/CD allows the sending station to have exclusive use of the cable. After it finishes transmit-
ting one frame, the shared cable becomes available for another station;

•	 CSMA/CD requires each station to monitor signals on the cable to ensure that no other station 
transmits simultaneously. In case of a collision, stations must wait for idle before re-transmission.

Figure 5-2: 802.3 Ethernet Frame

The LLC sub layer provides a single format and interface for the MAC sub layer to the network layer 
such as IP. LLC hides to IP the differences between the various types of Ethernet.

 
Ethernet LAN networks were initially extended through repeaters, that regenerate and forward frames, 
and bridges that connect different Ethernet LANs.

Ethernet Bridging  
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Bridges are layer 2 interconnection devices, which were used in the early days of Ethernet. Ethernet 
bridges used two kinds of protocols:

•	 Transparent Bridging: allows protocols such as Ethernet that were designed to operate on only a 
single LAN to work in a multi-LAN environments;

•	 Spanning Tree: provides a tree that spans (connects) every bridge without loops in case multiple 
paths between LANs are possible.

Virtual LANs (VLANs)

VLANs are used in Ethernet switching networks to define a logical grouping of nodes that reside in a 
common broadcast domain without router hops. VLANs are defined by IEEE 802.1Q. Additionally 
IEEE 802.1p enables, with additional fields, traffic prioritization through filtering operations.

Optical Ethernet: 10Gigabit Ethernet (IEEE 802.3ae)

10 Gb Ethernet is full-duplex, fiber-only and does not need CSMA/CD but still keep the Ethernet frame 
format and size, the MAC and LLC data link layers. 10 GbE will be used for distances over 40 km.

There are two types of physical layers:
•	 The LAN PHY operating at 10 Gb/s and using simple encoding mechanisms to transmit data;
•	 The WAN PHY operating at OC-192c and adding a SONET framing sublayer to enable 

“transparent” transmission of Ethernet on SONET OC-192c links.  

10Gb Ethernet’s physical layer is divided into:

•	 A Physical Coding (PCS) sub layer. The PCS is made of coding/encoding functions and a 
serializer/deserializer, for one optical signal that is a wavelength, or Wide Wavelength Multiplex-
ing (WWDM) for four optical signals that is 4 wavelengths.

There are three types of encoding:
o 64b/66b that means for 64 bits of data stream, there are 66 signals sent (64b/66b encoding 

has been used in SONET) for the LAN PHY serial;
o 64b/66b + WIS (Wan Interface Sublayer) that adds the SONET overhead for the WAN PHY 

serial;
o 8b/10b for the LAN PHY WWDM.

•	 A Physical Media Dependent interface (PMD). PMDs define the type of optical components for 
the interface. There are four types of PMD:
o 850, 1310 and 1550 nm supporting one wavelength (serial) and used both for LAN PHY 

and WAN PHY;
o 1310 nm for four wavelengths (WWDM) used for the LAN PHY.

The PMD can support distances up to 300m on installed MMF and at least 40 km on SMF.
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Figure 5-3: 10Gb Ethernet Media

Resilient Packet Ring (RPR)  (IEEE 802.17)

RPR provides a new MAC layer standard for high-speed scalable ring-based topologies optimized for 
packet transmission. RPR is an alternative to:
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•	 Ethernet lack of resiliency for carrier-grade networks (some resiliency can be provided to Ethernet 
through the spanning tree protocol);

•	 SONET/SDH designed for circuit switching and not packet transport.

RPR attempts to provide the best of both worlds. Some of the RPR goals include support for:

•	 Dual bi-directional counter-rotating ring topology;
•	 Destination stripping of unicast traffic;
•	 Protection switching in less than 50 ms;
•	 At least 1Gb/s to 10 Gb/s;
•	 A MAC that is both PHY and payload agnostic;
•	 A fully distributed access method.

Additionally:

•	 IP will run over LLC and the RPR MAC;
•	 The RPR MAC could run over SONET/SDH and DWDM physical layers;
•	 Unlike SONET/SDH that does require as much as 50% of ring bandwidth for redundancy, RPR 

utilizes both rings for control and data traffic and each ring provides the full bandwidth (see band-
width multiplication).

RPR provides bandwidth multiplication through three protocol elements:

•	 The protection scheme does not reserve bandwidth in advance (like in SONET/SDH);
•	 The use of statistical multiplexing (like IP) at each node;
•	 Spatial reuse (e.g. bandwidth can be re-used), achieved by destination stripping, that is, frames 

are removed from the ring by the receiving node (the unicast traffic is passed along ring spans be-
tween source and destination nodes rather than the whole ring).

RPR provides bandwidth fairness:

•	 The fairness algorithm regulates bandwidth usage on the ring;
•	 Network utilization optimization is achieved through feedback mechanisms which allows each 

node to adjust the rate at which it injects traffic into the ring;
•	 The MAC entity on each node monitors the utilization on its immediate links and makes that 

information available to all the nodes on the ring.

The MAC layer includes mechanisms for:
•	 Forwarding
•	 Topology
•	 Fairness
•	 Protection
•	 And Interfaces to:

o IP
o Physical layers 1

RPR is independent of the physical media. RPR can run over the following layer 1 protocols:
•	 Ethernet physical layer;
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•	 SONET/SDH physical layer (using POS or GFP);
•	 DWDM.

RPR has topology discovery mechanisms:
•	 New nodes automatically trigger advertisement;
•	 All nodes periodically update their map;
•	 Topology map is kept by all nodes:

o Determine optional path;
o Identify node capabilities (wrap/steer).

RPR has protection mechanisms:
•	 Global:

o Steering: Nodes use topology map to avoid sending traffic over failed spans;
•	 Local:

o Wrap: Nodes at failure redirect traffic to alternate ring;
•	 Protection switching must be less than 50 ms.

RPR OAM and layer management: TBD

RPR is compatible with:
•	 Simple mapping of 802.3 frames (Ethernet frames) into RPR frames and vise-versa;
•	 Compatible with relevant portions of:

o 802.1D (MAC bridges)
o 802.1 Q (VLANs)
o 802.1 f

•	 Compatible with IETF SNMP Mibs.
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C H A P T E R  6

The Internet Protocol

The Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4)

The Internet Protocol (IP) is designed for communication between Internet host-based applications. It 
can runs on a number of LAN/WAN types of technologies. The applications generally access IP through 
a transport protocol either Transport Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). TCP 
provides a reliable end-to-end transport over an unreliable IP inter network. UDP provides a way for ap-
plications to send encapsulated raw IP datagrams without having to establish a connection. 

Figure 6-1: Internet Reference Model

•	 IP is specifically limited in scope to the functions necessary to provide an unreliable connection-
less datagram service delivery;

•	 IP combines the use of smart hosts with a stateless network switching paradigm that does not 
attempt to impose a data flow model;

•	 IP assumes a best-effort delivery: sequence of packets do not arrive in their initial order and there 
is no indication of packets delayed or discarded;

•	 IP can run over a range of transmission technologies, each using different transmission technolo-
gies, access methods and addressing schemes such as Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI for the LAN 
and ATM, Frame Relay and SONET/SDH for the WAN;   

•	 IP Encapsulation:
o When an application sends data using TCP, the data is sent down the protocol stack, through 

each layer, until it is sent as a stream of bits across the network. Each layer adds information 
to the data by prepending headers to the data that it receives (The unit of data that TCP 
sends to IP is called a TCP segment. The unit of data that IP sends to the network is an IP da-
tagram. And, the stream of bits that flows across the data link such as Ethernet is a frame);
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Figure 6-2: Data Encapsulation over IP

•	 IP Fragmentation and Reassembly:
o The maximum IP packet size is 65,535 bytes and all hosts and routers must pass packets up 

to 576 bytes without the need to fragment them;
o The physical layer under IP has a maximum packet size or media transmission unit (MTU) 

(The MTU for Ethernet is 1,500 bytes). If the IP datagram is larger than the link’s layer 
MTU, IP breaks the datagram up into smaller pieces (fragments);

•	 IP Addressing: each interface on the Internet must have a unique IP address (see following para-
graph);

•	 IP Routing & Forwarding: the host sends the datagram to a default router and lets the router 
deliver the datagram to its destination. The router has a forwarding table (also called routing table) 
that it searches each time it receive a datagram to send it to its next hop. IP routing is done hop by 
hop. The routing table contains pairs of entries in the form: (network address, next hop address) 
where the network address is the destination address. The destination IP address never changes as 
the datagram proceeds through all the hops, but the encapsulation and destination of the link-layer 
address can change on each hop.  

The IP header is as follow:

Figure 6-3: IP Header
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IP includes a number of protocols:

•	 Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP): layered below IP, provides diagnostic information 
for IP datagrams;

•	 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Reverse (RARP): provides a mapping between an IP 
address to the corresponding data link layer hardware address such as Ethernet (RARP resolves 
the opposite problem);

•	 BOOTP: alternative to ARP for diskless machines;
•	 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP): provides a replacement to ARP and Bootp to 

manage dynamically IP addresses. IP addresses can be assigned for a limited time or until the end 
station relinquishes it. DHCP greatly simplifies “adds, changes or moves”. DHCP supplies IP host 
address, subnet mask, and local gateway information in response to end-system broadcast re-
quests;

•	 Ping: simple “echo” function provided by ICMP to establish end-to-end connectivity;
•	 Traceroute: discovers the various delays on the path by decreasing the time to live (TTL) field.

 
Original Classfull IP Addressing

Each Internet interface is identified by a 32-bit “Internet address”. Initially, IP addresses were defined as 
a two-part object: a “network identifier” (network prefix) and a “host identifier” (network suffix). The 
network numbers are assigned by the Internet numbering authority: they are unique worldwide. The host 
numbers are assigned by the network manager. There were three and later four and five classes of ad-
dresses:

 Class   Identification  Format  
A   0    7 bits of net  24 bits of host 
B   10    14 bits of net 16 bits of host
C   110    21 bits of net 8 bits of host
D   1110    28 bits of multicast group number
E   1111    reserved for experiments

Each address is normally represented as four decimal numbers separated by dots. Each number repre-
sents one octet of the address in bits.

 Example: 10.0.0.1 = 00001010.00000000.00000000.00000001

The increased number of networks has strained the limits of IP addressing as it was originally designed. 
To cope with addressing growing pains, a first extension called subnetting was added through a “subnet” 
so that the general address format is:

 Network number Subnet  Host

The subnet can have any length and is specified by a “mask” determined by a “comparison-under-mask” 
operation. Note that an address identifies an interface on the host (multiple interfaces on a host are 
called multi-homed).

A second extension was added, called supernetting or classless addressing, by collapsing a number of 
contiguous addresses into one by providing the pair:
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Network address Network Prefix Length
 

Where the network address is the first address in the contiguous block and the network prefix length al-
lows interfering network addresses, through a mask comparison, in the supernet. The supernet address is 
similar to the area code used in telephone networks. 

Subnetting with Variable-Length Subnet Masks (VLSM)

VLSM allows to sub divide an IP network into unequal pieces, each having its own subnet mask. Each 
subnet has a variable-length subnet mask instead of a fixed one. This allows the network administrator 
to “right size” the addressing of each subnet. VLSM makes efficient use of an organization’s assigned IP 
address space and reduce the amount of routing information. VLSM has three prerequisites for a success-
ful deployment:

•	 The routing protocols must be “classless” e.g. they must advertise network prefix mask with each 
route advertisement instead of depending on class A, B or C network divisions;

•	 All routers must implement a consistent forwarding algorithm based on the “longest match” which 
is the longest matching extended network prefix specifying the best available route (longest be-
cause the entry matches more bits in the destination address than any other entry making it the 
best available route);

•	 To support hierarchical routing and reduce the size of the routing tables, addresses should be 
assigned so that they are topologically significant.

Supernetting with Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR)

CIDR operates at the next level extending the concepts of VLSM to the Internet and applying them to 
inter-domain routing, requiring the use of classless inter-domain routing. CIDR’s goal was to provide a 
solution to the exhaustion of class B addresses in the Internet. CIDR yields several benefits:

•	 CIDR eliminates the concept of class A, B and C and replaces them with a generalized concept of 
“network prefix”. Routers use this network prefix instead of the first 3 bits (A, B or C) of the IP 
address;

•	 A single route advertisement can cover a block or old-style addresses;
•	 Addresses can be assigned hierarchically. This means that large blocks are delegated to large 

providers, which then can break up their allocation, keep some, and delegate smaller blocks to 
smaller providers. The size of each block is a power of 2;

•	 Addresses can be sized appropriately to fit the requirements of the IP user;
•	 Border Gateway Protocol (BGP-4) is the de facto method of providing CIDR support in the 

Internet today.

Private Addressing and Network Address Translation (NAT)

NAT was designed for networks that are not fully connected to the Internet and accept having all their 
outgoing traffic “rewritten” by an address translation gateway. With NAT, the “partially connected” net-
work uses “private addresses”, that is addresses that are not routable in the Internet and are not “public”. 
Public addresses are unique in the Internet.
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In some cases, NAT is employed for security reasons.

Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6)

IPv6 was designed mainly to address space exhaustion and Internet backbone routing issues. It adds the 
following features to IPv4:

•	 Header Improvements:
o Header format simplification;
o Improved support for encoding options;

•	 Addressing and Routing Improvements:
o Increased address space to 128 bits;
o Extended address hierarchy;
o Simplified host addressing:
o Simpler auto configuration of addresses;
o Improved scalability of multicast routing;
o New type of address: anycast address which is an address for a group of hosts but for which 

data is sent to only one of them;
•	 QoS Capabilities:

o Support of a traffic class field as in IPv4 and a flow label to identify a traffic flow with a 
reservation protocol such as RSVP;

•	 Security Capabilities (see network security paragraph):
o Support for the authentication header (AH);
o Support for the encrypted security payload (ESP).

Maybe the major reason why IPv6 has not been pervasively deployed is because its benefits over IPv4 
have been retrofitted into IPv4 with techniques such as CIDR, DHCP, DiffServ and IPSec (same story as 
in Windows and OS/2).
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C H A P T E R  7

Internet Transport and Applications

Transport Control Protocol (TCP)

TCP provides a reliable end-to-end connection for the IP service datagram with the following function-
alities:

•	 Connection Management: TCP connections are established through three-way handshake: (a 
SYNC packet from the sender, a SYNC ACK from the receiver and finally an ACK from the 
sender) and terminated with four segments (a FIN from the sender, a FIN ACK from the receiver, 
a FIN from the receiver and a FIN ACK from the initial sender);  

•	 Transmission Policy: TCP uses a window mechanism for flow control to find the optimal through-
put and to prevent receiver buffers from overflowing;

•	 Congestion Control: TCP supports a number of mechanisms to avoid congestion such as slow 
start (that starts a transmission at a low rate and then gradually increase it if no problem is encoun-
tered);

•	 Timer Management: TCP uses multiple timers especially for re-transmission.

Figure 7-1: TCP Connection Establishment and Termination

The TCP connection is set between two “ports” by an initial synchronization exchange. A TCP port is 
identified by an IP address and a 16-bit port number e.g. a sub-address that identifies an application 
within the host which is using TCP.  The TCP connection is reliable, serialized and full-duplex.

•  The application data is broken into “segments” whose size is determined by the TCP software. The 
segment header is a fixed 20-bytes;

•	 When TCP sends a segment, it maintains a timer waiting for the other end to acknowledge recep-
tion of a segment. If an acknowledgment isn’t received in time, the segment is retransmitted;

•	 When TCP receives data from the other end of the connection, it sends an acknowledgment;
•  TCP maintains a checksum on its header and payload. This is an end-to-end checksum whose pur-

pose is to detect any modification of the data in transit. If a segment arrives with an invalid check-
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sum, TCP discards it and doesn’t acknowledge receiving it (It expects the sender to time out and 
retransmit);

•	 Since TCP segments are transmitted as IP datagrams and can arrive out of order, a receiving TCP 
re-sequences the data if necessary, passing the received data in the correct order to the application;

•	 Since IP datagrams can get duplicated, a receiving TCP must discard duplicate data;
•	 TCP also provides flow control. Each end of a TCP connection has a finite amount of buffer space 

to avoid a fast host from taking all the buffers on a slower host;

Figure 7-2: TCP Header

User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

UDP provides an alternative to TCP for applications that do not need or will provide their own error cor-
rection and congestion control.

Figure 7-3: UDP Header

IP Application Protocols

•	 Domain Name Service (DNS): provide a hierarchical, domain-based “naming” scheme based on 
a distributed system. To map a name onto an IP address, an application calls a library procedure 
called the resolver, which sends a UDP packet to a DNS server, which looks up the name and re-
turns the IP address to the resolver, which then returns it to the caller;

•	 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP): based on a client-server model and imple-
mented over UDP, provide operations management of IP devices through a few commands (set, 
get/get bulk) accessing the Management Information Base (MIB), a data structure of variables and 
tables specifying the behavior of the device.

•	 Other IP application protocols:
• Remote login:
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•    Telnet: provide remote login; 
•   File transfer: 

• FTP, TFTP: provide file transfer over TCP for FTP and UDP for TFTP;
•    NFS: provide shared files access;

•  Network policies:
• COPS (Common Open Policy Service): provide configuration information to a re-

mote network element;
• Electronic mail:

• SMTP: provide a mail delivery system from a computer to another one;
• POP3/IMAP4: provide e-mail transfer from a permanent mailbox to a local com-

puter;
• MIME: provide extensions for non-ASCII transfer of mail data;

• Client/Server:
• RPC: provide a mechanism for clients to access a workgroup server;
• Socket Interface: provide an API for UNIX applications (and now Microsoft) to ac-

cess TCP/IP;  
• World Wide Web (WWW):

• HTTP: provide transfer between a Web server and a browser client;
• Web Caching: reproduce Web content closer to the users;

• Multimedia:
• RTP:  provide transfer of multimedia data (audio and video).

Point to Point Protocol (PPP)

PPP was designed to improve serial line IP (SLIP) which provided IP over dial-up lines. It is a multipro-
tocol framing mechanism that uses a variant of the HDLC format (derived from IBM’s SNA SDLC 
which led to LAP B/D for X.25 and N-ISDN). PPP includes:

•	 A remote-end identification and authentication PAP and CHAP (see paragraph on network secu-
rity);

•	 A link control protocol (LCP) to establish, configure and test the integrity of the data transmitted 
on the link;

•	 A network control protocol (NCP) to interface to a number of data link layers supported such as 
HDLC, Frame Relay, SONET/SDH by negotiating any data link options.

PPP can be tunneled inside IP with PPTP and L2TP. PPTP is a Microsoft protocol included into Win-
dows. L2TP is an IETF standard (originated from L2F, a protocol developed by Cisco). 

L2TPv3

L2TPv3 expands L2TP to transport, through an IP network, Layer 2 protocols in particular Ethernet, FR, 
ATM, PPP…

IP Multicast

IP multicast is growing due to the deployment of applications requiring point-to-multipoint delivery 
such as real-time multi-media applications. These applications require multicast routing.
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•	 Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP): integral part of IP as ICMP, IGMP is used by 
the hosts to announce their interests in receiving a multicast to edge routers;

•	 Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRT): a distance-vector routing protocol 
designed to support the forwarding of multicast datagrams. DVMRT is the core Mbone (Multicast 
Internet Backbone) routing protocol;

•	 Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM):  at the difference of DVMRT, PIM works with any 
unicast routing protocol. PIM comes in two versions: “dense” (almost everybody wants to watch) 
and “sparse” (almost nobody wants to watch);

•	 Multicast Extensions to OSPF (MOSPF): MOSPF keeps track of multicast islands and tunnels 
in addition to the usual link-state routing information;

•	 Reliable Multicast: multicast systems (still in research) that guarantee delivery to all group mem-
bers.
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C H A P T E R  8

Internet Routing

Routing protocols allow the routers to use the network to learn “dynamically” about its shape and 
changes (such as when a link goes down or a new host is added). There are two kinds of routing proto-
cols: Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) and Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP). IGP are used only inside 
an Autonomous System (AS), which defines “a set of networks under the same management organiza-
tion”. Instances of IGP are Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and 
Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS). EGP are used between ASs. The EGP used in the 
Internet is the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).

In a few cases, routing protocols are not used when for instance there might be only one path between 
routers. In that case, the router is configured to forward all traffic to a default or static route.
 

Routing Information Protocol (RIPv2)

RIP is a “distance vector” protocol. Distance vector means that the protocol transmits “vectors” of dis-
tance or hop counts (destination prefix, mask, distance). RIP is based on a shortest path first (SPF) 
computation using the “Bellman Ford” algorithm. Each router updates its forwarding table based on 
the vector of these distances that it receives from its neighbors.

•	 RIP is encapsulated in UDP, using port 520;
•	 RIP’s metric is the distance e.g. number of links that have to be used to reach a destination (hop 

count) that can vary between 1 and 15 (routing domain);
•	 RIP periodically broadcasts routing updates (every 30 seconds) or faster in case of triggered up-

dates. Each RIP update reports on the presence of up to 25 destinations at a time;
•	 If a route is not refreshed, the distance is set to infinity (number 16) and the entry will later be 

removed from the routing tables;
•	 Split horizon, a technique that reduces the size of routing updates, by eliminating information 

that other neighbors on an interface should already know, can be used;
•	 Poison reverse, a technique that limits the number of hop counts when a loop is building up, by 

propagating a routing update with the inoperable route metric set to infinity, can be used;
•	 Routing policies using filters can control what routes get advertised or received.

RIPv1 is a classful routing protocol. RIPv2 is a classless e.g. supports VLSM and CIDR and enhances 
RIPv1 with a few additional features such as authentication of updates. RIP is now considered to have 
outlived its usefulness.

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
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OSPF is a “link-state” protocol. Instead of exchanging distances to build the forwarding tables, link 
state protocols builds a “map” of the network that will be updated quickly after any change in the topol-
ogy. A numeric cost or metric is associated to each link to take the forwarding decision.
In fact, each router actively tests the status of its link to each of its neighbors, sends this information to 
its other neighbors, which then propagates it throughout the AS. Each router takes this link-state informa-
tion and builds a complete forwarding table. The forwarding decision is-based on SPF using the “Dijk-
stra” algorithm.  

•	 OSPF uses IP directly (IP protocol field to 89) and is classless;
•	 Each router discovers its neighbors through a “hello” protocol;
•	 Connectivity between two nodes is obtained when they end up with “aligned” databases, a proc-

ess called bringing up or forming adjacencies;
•	 The link state database allows all the OSPF routers to maintain a copy of the network topology 

and perform a complete computation of the best routes from this topology;
•	 The elements of the link-state database, known as link state advertisements (LSAs), are transmit-

ted in a fast and reliable way through a “flooding” protocol;
•	 From the same link-state database, routers compute consistent loop-free forwarding tables using 

the Dijkstra algorithm which determines the shortest path first; 
•	 OSPF supports multiple metric associated with a link: largest throughput, lowest delay, lowest 

cost, best reliability (e.g. lowest packet loss);
•	 Each output side of each router interface is assigned with a metric between 1 and 65,535;
•	 The cost of a path is the sum of all output interfaces contained on that path. OSPF selects the path 

with the lowest cost according to the Dijkstra algorithm;
•	 When several equal-cost routes to a destination exist, OSPF distributes traffic equally among the 

routes (load balancing);
•	 OSPF provides type of service (TOS) routing based on the IP TOS field. This allows multiple 

routes to a given destination, one for each type or priority of service. When routing, OSPF uses 
both the destination address and the TOS field to select the route;

•	 OSPF supports hierarchical routing via the concept of areas, each having its own link state 
database;

•	 Configuration of area borders routers can also implement rudimentary routing policies although 
OSPF prefers intra-AS paths over paths that leave the AS;

•	 The exchange of OSPF packets between routers can be authenticated. Each area can have its own 
authentication.

All OSPF packets begin with a 24-byte header:

Figure 8-1: OSPF Header

There are five types of messages in OSPF:
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•	 The Hello Protocol: used multicast address to discover the neighbor routers and to check that the 
links are operational;

•	 The Flooding Protocol: used to communicate the link-state database and to maintain its synchro-
nization. The flooding protocol includes 4 types of messages:

o The OSPF database description message;
o The OSPF link status request message;
o The OSPF link status update message;
o The OSPF link status acknowledgement message.

Figure 8-2: Link-State Database Exchanges

OSPF is preferred over RIP because of:

•	 Fast, loopless convergency e.g. routes can be quickly determined without loops;
•	 Support of precise and multiple metrics;
•	 Support of multiple paths to destinations;
•	 Separate representation of external routes (advertised by OSPF border routers).

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) version 4

An IP packet in an AS is either local or transit traffic. Local traffic either originates or terminates in that 
AS. Anything else is called transit traffic. 
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The overall topology of the Internet can be viewed as an arbitrary interconnection of:

•	 Stubs or singly homed AS: the AS has only one single connection to one other AS and carries 
only local traffic;

•	 Multihomed AS: the AS has connections to more than one other AS and only carries local traffic;
•	 Transit AS: the AS has connections to more than one other AS and can carry both local and tran-

sit traffic.

BGP is a “path vector” protocol. Its primary goal is to handle routing communication between ASs. 
BGP routers exchange network reachability information e.g. the listing of the complete path for each 
and every possible AS destination. That includes the path of transit AS to reach these destinations. This 
information is adequate to construct a graph of AS connectivity. Routing loops can then be pruned from 
this graph and routing policy decisions can be enforced.
A major goal of BGP is to reduce transit traffic for service providers.

•	 BGP uses TCP as its transport protocol, using port 179;
•	 BGP is classless and supports CIDR addressing;
•	 Path selection is based on policies. Policies are determined by the AS administrator and specified 

to BGP in configuration files;  
•	 BGP policies are defined by a set of attributes for each path that specifies the list of traversed ASs 

(e.g. the sequence of ASs between the sender and a destination) and the list of reachable networks. 
When multiple paths are available, some other attributes are given to allow a decision. An AS is 
identified by a 16-bit number;

•	 BGP routers’ peers are configured instead of being learned dynamically. A BGP session is estab-
lished between two peers through BGP open messages. The purpose of the open messages is for 
each end-point to identify itself and to agree on protocol parameters such as timer (called hold 
timer, this is the maximum time that a peer will wait for a message);

•	 After two BGP routers establish a BGP session between themselves, they then exchange the entire 
BGP routing table (like distance vector protocol). Incremental updates are sent afterward as the 
routing table changes to conserve bandwidth;

•	 BGP allows an AS to advertise its destinations, based on policies, that are reachable either in or 
through it, and to learn such information from another AS;

•	 Like distance-vector protocol, BGP supplies next hop information for each destination;
•	 BGP routing updates are communicating through an update message. Update messages 

have two parts:
o The withdrawn routes: the list of IP prefixes that the sender no longer wishes to forward 

packets;
o The path attributes common to a number of AS paths called network layer reachability 

information (NLRI); 
•	 BGP routers need to constantly monitor the reachability of their neighbors. In order to do so, BGP 

detects the failure of either the link or the host on the other end of the TCP connection by sending 
a keepalive message to its neighbor every 30 seconds (this application-level keepalive message is 
independent of the TCP keepalive option);

•	 If an AS has multiple routers each communicating with a peer in an outside AS, BGP can coordi-
nate among routers to guarantee that they all propagate consistent information;

•	 BGP allows route aggregation e.g. it allows a sender to aggregate route information into a single 
prefix and send a single entry to represent multiple related destinations;

•	 The exchange of BGP packets between routers can be authenticated using MD5.

All BGP packets begin with a 19-byte header:
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Figure 8-3: BGP Header

There are four types of message flows in BGP:

•	 Open message: initialize a BGP session and negotiate the associated parameters;
•	 Update message: advertise or withdraw routes;
•	 Notification message: inform of an incorrect message or not receiving any message;
•	 Keepalive message: actively test peer connectivity.

Policy selection includes the following standard attributes:

•	 Origin: describe how a prefix came to be routed by BGP at the origin AS either through an IGP, 
EGP or a static route;

•	 AS-Path: the sequence of AS a route has to traverse;
•	 Next-Hop: the next-hop IP address to reach an AS e.g. the node to send the packets to, in order to 

get the packets closer to the AS destination;
•	 Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED): a metrics that defines a preferred entry point into an AS when 

there are multiple paths;
•	 Local-Preference: a degree of preferred given path to destination when multiple paths exist;
•	 Atomic-aggregate: allow BGP routers to inform each other about decisions they have made 

related to overlapping routes;
•	 Aggregator: specify the AS and router that performed the aggregation.

Since distributing BGP routes between BGP routers of the same AS would require carrying full Internet 
routes through an IGP, BGP defines I-BGP routers, routers within the same AS, and E-BGP routers, rout-
ers external to the AS.
I-BGP and E-BGP use the same BGP message types, attributes, and state machine but have different 
rules about advertising prefixes.

To accommodate the growth of the Internet, some extensions have been added to BGP:

•  I-BGP scaling: improve scaling of I-BGP due to the fact that in large AS, I-BGP mesh can be 
large:

•  Route Reflection: reduce the size of the I-BGP mesh by propagating routes through IBGP 
routers called reflectors that distribute routes for non-mesh connected routers;

•    AS Confederations: confederations subdivide a single AS into multiple sub AS;
•   Route Flap Dampening: suppress unstable routes;
•   BGP Communities: attributes for certain routes that need to be processed in the same manner;
•  BGP Multi-Protocol Extensions: allow BGP to route other protocols than IPv4 such as IPv6 or 

MPLS labels between ASs.
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Other Routing Protocol: IS-IS (Intermediate System)

IS-IS is a “link-state” protocol, similar to OSPF, for OSI networks defined by ISO and using the 
Connection-Less Network Protocol (CLNP) OSI’s layer 3 protocol. IS-IS is used in particular by Serv-
ice Providers in Europe.
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C H A P T E R  9

Multi Label Protocol Switching

The limitation of IP routing is that routing will converge on a single shortest path. This causes some 
links in the backbone of the Internet to be over utilized when others are under utilized. But changing 
Internet routing, poses significant challenges to the integrity and stability of the Internet.

Over the last years, traffic engineering has emerged to optimize traffic loads on the Internet backbone by 
distributed loads evenly. An ingress system shares its transit load across multiple paths. Multi-Label 
Switching Protocol (MPLS) has been initially designed to perform traffic engineering.

MPLS replaces the need to do longest-match, by inserting a fixed-length label between the network 
layer IP header (Layer 3) and the link layer (Layer 2), which is used to make forwarding decisions. 
MPLS allows the construction of traffic engineering through constraint-based routing (or explicit rout-
ing) using Constraint-Based Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP) or Resource Reservation Protocol 
(RSVP), called IP signaling protocols. 

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)

In MPLS, packets are forwarding based on their “Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FEC)” as they en-
ter the MPLS network. The FEC to which the packet is assigned is encoded as a short fixed length value 
known as “label”.

•	 An FEC is a flow of IP packets forwarded over the same path and mapped through the same la-
bels. The “binding” of labels to FECs is based on the destination IP address prefix;

•	 A label-switched path (LSP) is a simplex L2 tunnel across a network analogous to an ATM or 
Frame Relay PVC which defines the path followed by labeled packets that are assigned to the 
same FEC;

•	 A Label-Switching Router (LSR) is an MPLS router. Ingress LSR examines IP packets and 
assigns them to an FEC. It generates the MPLS header and assigns (binds) the initial label. Transit 
LSR forwards the MPLS packets using label “swapping”. Egress LSR removes the MPLS 
header. LSRs are capable of forwarding native IP packets and can execute one or more IP routing 
protocols;

•	 A label is a 32-bit identifier that has local significance and is used to identify a FEC. Each MPLS 
node develop a forwarding table of In (port/label) Out (port/label). The operation for a particular 
packet of replacing the incoming label/port by its outgoing label/port is called label swapping. At 
the ingress, labels are “pushed” and at the egress they are “popped”.

•	 MPLS does not assume a single label distribution protocol. Present distribution protocols include 
LDP and RSVP. Label distribution and control involves the following mechanisms:
o Label binding is done from downstream to upstream. A downstream LSR informs an 

upstream LSR of a binding. LSRs can exchange label bindings “on demand” or “unsolic-
ited”;
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o LSRs have two modes of label retention: conservative vs liberal. An LSR Ra may receive 
a label binding from an LSR Rb even if Rb is not Ra’s next hop or is no longer Ra’s next 
hop. Ra can either keep the binding (liberal mode) or discard the binding (conservative 
mode). Conservative retention is a more natural fit for on-demand distribution vs liberal for 
unsolicited;

o Control of LSPs can be ordered or independent. Ordered LSPs means the LSR will only 
create label binding if it is the egress LSR for that FEC or if it has already received a label 
binding for that FEC from its next hop for that FEC. In independent LSP control, each LSR, 
upon noting that it recognizes a particular FEC, makes an independent decision to bind a la-
bel to that FEC and to distribute it.

•	 MPLS can use various layer 2 protocols: Ethernet, Frame Relay or ATM. The label may be at-
tached to a packet either in the form of a header encapsulating the packet called the “shim” 
header or it may be written in the DLCI field for Frame Relay or VPI/VCI for ATM.  

•	 LSP can be determined through offline or on-line calculation. On-line calculation is similar to 
constraints-based routing and require a signaling protocol (CR-LDP or RSVP-TE); 

•	 LSP hops are:
o Strict: if the next LSR hop is directly connected;
o Loose: if the next LSR hop is not directly connected and will be found using an IGP; 

•	 Labels can be stacked to provide:
o Network hierarchy through LSPs hierarchy;
o VPNs;
o Foo (other protocols) over MPLS;

•	 Labels can be merged for a particular FEC with a single outgoing label. 

Figure 9.1: MPLS Header

Figure 9.2: MPLS Forwarding
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MPLS has now enabled multiple applications, in particular:

•	 Traffic engineering (initial application);
•	 Virtual Private Networks (VPNs);
•	 Differentiated Services through QoS/CoS. 

Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)

LDP distributes labels binding information between an LSR and its peers, hop by hop. 

LDP includes 4 types of messages (except discovery which is UDP-based all other are TCP):
•	 Discovery messages used to announce and maintain the presence of an LSR in a network:

o Hello message;
•	 Session messages used to establish, maintain, and terminate sessions between LSRs peers:

o Initialization message;
o Keep alive message (to maintain the session);

•	 Advertisement messages used to create, change and delete label bindings for FECs:
o Address (of the LSR) message;
o Address withdraw message;
o Label request message (binding request from upstream to downstream);
o Label abort request message;
o Label mapping message (binding distributed from downstream to upstream);
o Label withdraw message (LSR stops label switching);
o Label release message (LSR does not need any more a label);

•	 Notification messages used to provide advisory information and signal error information:
o Notification messages.

All LDP messages have a common structure that uses a Type-Length-Value (TLV) encoding scheme that 
carries most of the LDP messages. Messages are sent as LDP PDU, which can contain more than one 
LDP message. 

The structure of the LDP header is:

Figure 9-3: LDP and TLV Headers

LDP messages have the following format:
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Figure 9-4: LDP Format Message

 
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)

RSVP is used by a host or a router to request specific qualities of service from the network for some par-
ticular application data streams. At the opposite of ATM, RSVP does not tie together the reservation of 
resources and the establishment of a virtual circuit. The reservation messages are sent in parallel to the 
IP packets and describe to the routers the packet profiles for which resources are reserved. RSVP re-
quests result in resources being reserved in each node along the data path.

•	 RSVP enables a receiver to reserve resources for a “session” identified by a destination address 
and a 32-bit reservation identifier (generally the transport protocol type and the port number). The 
destination address is either the multicast address of a group to which the receiver subscribes or 
one of the host’s unicast address;

•	 RSVP is receiver-oriented e.g. the receiver of a data flow initiates and maintains the resource 
reservation used for that flow. The resources on that data flow are aware of the source of the data 
flow by the PATH message that “marks” the network for the reservation. The source sends the 
PATH message to the next hop in the direction of the destination. Each of the next-hop routers will 
note the previous hop of the message, replace that address with its own, and then relay it further 
toward the destination. Once the path has been marked, the routers are ready for the reservation;

•	 RSVP provides several reservation models or “styles” to fit a variety of applications:
o “Fixed Filter” style: a receiver may make a reservation for a particular data flow (sender);
o “Wild Card Filter” style: a receiver may want to reserve resources that are common to all 

sources of a multicast group;
o “Shared Explicit” style: a receiver may want to specify a number of channels (senders) to 

which the same reservation applies;
•	 RSVP requires synchronization, one with the routing protocol and another one between the “arri-

val” process of sources and receivers. In order to achieve that, RSVP maintains “soft state” in 
routers and hosts, providing support for dynamic membership changes and automatic adaptation 
to routing changes;

•	 RSVP make resource reservations for both unicast and many-to-many multicast applica-
tions, adapting dynamically to changing group membership as well as to changing routes;

•	 RSVP is independent of routing protocols and uses IP directly (both IPv4 and IPv6);
•	 RSVP provides transparent operations through routers that do not support it;
•	 RSVP behaves as a simple messenger that carries signaling information along data flow paths as 

“a bag of bits”;
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•	 RSVP is simplex e.g., it makes reservations for unidirectional data flows;
•	 RSVP transports and maintains traffic control and policy control parameters that are opaque to 

RSVP.

There are two fundamental RSVP types of messages: PATH and RESV for a total of six messages:

•	 PATH messages (request downstream reservations):
o PATH request
o PATH error (to be sent in response to a path request)
o PATH teardown

•	 RESV messages (reserve resources upstream):
o RESV request
o RESV error
o RESV teardown.

Every RSVP message has a common header: 

Figure 9-5: RSVP Common Header

Followed by a body consisting of “objects”:

Figure 9-6: RSVP Object Format

Constraint-Based Routing LDP (CR-LDP)

CR-LDP extends LDP to provide constraint-based routing by establishing a concatenation of LSPs hops. 
CR-LDP modifies the label request, label mapping and notification messages to support the following 
additional TLV:

•	 Explicit Route: suite of LSR hops;
•	 Traffic Parameters: 
o peak data rate (PDR): maximum data rate; 
o peak burst size (PBS): excess rate beyond the peak rate; 
o committed data rate (CDR): committed data rate;
o committed burst size (CBS): excess rate beyond the committed data rate;
o excess burst size (EBS): excess size beyond the committed data rate;
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•	 Route Pinning: to pin down (clarify) the dynamically selected path so that in the future, the same 
exact path can be enforced using an explicit path;

•	 Resource Class: classification of network resources;
•	 Path Pre-Emption: if a route with sufficient resources can not be found, existing paths may be 

rerouted to reallocate resources to the new path. 

CR-LDP requires only: downstream on-demand ordered label distribution and conservative label reten-
tion mode.

RSVP Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE)

RSVP design can be used to create and maintain distributed state information other than pure resource 
reservations. RSVP provide downstream on-demand labels distribution and an RSVP flow can be consid-
ered as an LSP. RSVP-TE extends RSVP to provide constraint-based routing for LSPs.

•	 RSVP PATH: the ingress LSR generates an RSVP Path message with:
o Session: a session type;
o Label_Request: a request for a label binding.

•	 The following objects can be added but are optional:
o Explicit_Route (ERO): a predefined explicit route for the LSP;
o Record_Route (RRO): the ingress LSR can request the list of the LSRs that the LSP tunnel 

will traverse;
o Session_Attribute: additional session information to control LSP priority, pre-emption and 

fast reroute;
o FlowSpec (Tspec): an RSVP object that describes the traffic flow (If equals to zero, best 

effort delivery is chosen).

Figure 9-7: RSVP-TE Path Message

•	 RSVP RESV: the egress LSR responds with a RESV message containing:
o Session: identifies the LSP being established;
o Label: the return of the label binding;

•	 The following objects can be added but are optional:
o Record_Route: the return of the LSP path;
o Style: a reservation style either RSVP fixed filter (FF) or the RSVP shared explicit (SE);
o FlowSpec (Rspec): an RSVP object that described the QoS.
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Service providers had concerns with RSVP overhead due to its soft states and its reliability since it uses 
IP. RSVP-TE addresses those concerns with bundling messages and acknowledgement of messages.

Figure 9-8: RSVP-TE RESV Message

Fast ReRoute

Fast ReRoute provides recovery for node and link failures. The back-up nodes, links or series of links or 
nodes are pre-signaled (protection). Traffic is switched to the back-up link around the point of failure 
(restoration). Two main approaches:

•	 Detour LSPs (also called one-to-one back-up): a “detour” is provided around the node or link 
failure. To fully protect N nodes, there could be as many as (N-1) detours. To minimize processing 
overhead, detours shall be merged back to the initial LSP wherever possible.

R1-----R2-----R3-----R4-----R5
                  R6-----R7

•	 Facility back-up (also called many-to-one or bypass tunnels): instead of creating multi-
ple “detours”, a single LSP is created for multiple nodes and link failures:

                                      R8
R1-----R2-----R3-----R4-----R5
                  R6-----R7     R9T

To support FastReroute, signaling has to been modified for RSVP:

•	 Detour LSPs:
o Additional Detour and Fast_ReRoute objects

•	 Facility back-up:
o Modifications to Session_Attribute and Record_Route objects;
o Label stacking is used to preserve labels from the protected path.

Graceful Restart

Graceful Restart is a generic solution for routing and signaling protocols used in MPLS. Graceful restart 
requires a separation of the data and control planes in the IP platform. It modifies the routing and signal-
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ing protocols to restart the control plane without disturbing the data plane when either there is a planned 
restart (e.g. software upgrade) or an unplanned restart (e.g. crash and restart).

OSPF-Traffic Engineering (TE)

OSPF link attributes must be extended to describe the traffic engineering topology including bandwidth 
and administrative constraints using opaque LSA and built an extended link-state database.
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C H A P T E R  10

Generalized MPLS

The Internet infrastructure is moving towards a model of high-speed routers interconnected by optical 
transport networks (see Chapter XI). To facilitate the required interaction between the IP and optical do-
mains, a consensus has emerged in the industry to extend MPLS traffic engineering for optical net-
works, initially called MPLambdaS and now Generalized MPLS (GMPLS). Both for IP and optical 
transport systems, automatic switching of available capacity is needed to quickly and efficiently provi-
sion bandwidth wherever and whenever needed. And, it is desirable to establish the same traffic engi-
neering architecture to facilitate networks inter-working and simplify network operations.

Control Plane

Networks can be divided functionally into a:

•   User Plane: transfer of user information including flow control and error recovery (also called 
bearer channels);

•	 Control Plane: connection coordination and control (also called control channel);
•	 Management Plane: network supervision (also called network management system);

For IP networks, the user and control plane are the same. For optical transport networks, the control 
channel or control plane must be separated from the transport of the user traffic (For instance between a 
pair of photonics switch, thousands of wavelengths can be used and therefore, the control plane must be 
a separate channel).

The goal of the control plane is to provide traffic engineering functions including: acquisition and dis-
semination of topology information (routing), decision making (path selection), and action invocation 
(path signaling). 

Operational Framework

Three operational frameworks have been defined for optical/ IP routing internetworking by the Optical 
Internetworking Forum (OIF):
 

•	 The Overlay Model:
o Two administrative domains (optical domain/ IP routing domain) divided by a UNI and two 

independent control planes;
o The router is client of the optical domain and optical topology is invisible to routers;

•	 The Peer Model (Unified model):
o One administrative domain and one control plane, similar to the Internet of today;

•	 The Augmented Model:
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o They are separated routing instances in the IP and optical domains but routing information 
from one instance is passed to the other one either through:

•	 Integrated routing (OSPF);
•	 Inter-domain routing (BGP);
•	 Overlay routing: external routing addresses are registered and can be queried by edge 

routers.

The separation between the optical and the IP layer is a UNI (User to Network Interface) and the opti-
cal domains can include different sub-networks separated by an NNI (Network to Network Interface). 
The NNI can be internal (I-NNI) or external (E-NNI) to the service provider network. The peer model is 
a superset of the overlay model that OIF has started to use in its UNI 1.0. The peer model has been pre-
ferred by the IETF.

Figure 10-1: OIF Overlay and Peer Model

RSVP-TE or CR- LDP signaling across the UNI are used to invoke the following services by the client 
(router) to the optical network:

•	 Light path creation;
•	 Light path deletion;
•	 Light path modification;
•	 Light path status enquiry.

Generalized MPLS

G-MPLS aims to create a universal IP control plane for multiple types of switching systems that can be 
found in an end-to-end optical network:

•	 PSC (Packets switching): IP, ATM, Frame Relay;
•	 TDM switching: SONET/SDH, PDH, G.709;
•	 LSC (Lambda switching);
•	 FSC (Fiber switching).

G-MPLS provides dynamic provisioning and restoration of light paths within and across optical sub-
networks. G-MPLS is restricted so far to an intra-domain traffic engineering e.g. inside an NNI.

The major components of G-MPLS are:
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•	 Network Level Resource Discovery: provide a map of NE adjacencies and their port-pairs associa-
tions using the link management protocol (LMP);

•	 State Information Dissemination: dissemination of NE level resource throughout the network to 
form a network resource database using a modified IGP (OSPF or IS-IS);

•	 Path Selection: the computation of constraints and policies on the various routes from the manage-
ment system are communicated through explicit routing;

•	 Path Control: using modified IP signaling protocols with a Generalized label (CR-LDP or RSVP-
TE);

Some of the key differences between MPLS and G-MPLS include:

•	 G-MPLS supports the concept of hierarchical LSPs (like MPLS) also called forwarding ad-
jency (FA) or nested LSPs. But, links traversed by a G-MPLS’s LSP can include an intermix of 
links with heterogeneous label encodings, where the label is encoded as a time slot or a wave-
length (However, this number of labels shall be much less than in MPLS LSRs);

Figure 10-2: G-MPLS LSP Hierarchy

•	 G-MPLS’s LSPs start and end through interfaces of the same type;
•	 G-MPLS supports the establishment of bi-directional LSPs;
•	 The type of payload that can be carried by an LSP include: SONET/SDH, G.709, 1 or 10 Gb/s 

Ethernet; 
•	 In G-MPLS, an upstream node can suggest a label to reduce the set-up latency (The motivation of 

this property is due to some type of optical equipment such as MEMs where they might be a 
lengthy delay in configuring the switching fabric);

•	 In G-MPLS, an upstream node may restrict the labels for an LSP along either a single hop or the 
entire LSP (The motivation of this property is due to several cases, one of them being to limit the 
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amount of wavelengths conversion being performed to reduce the distortion on optical signals on 
a single hop or LSP).

G-MPLS introduces new constraints on the IP addressing and routing since several hundreds (thou-
sands) of parallel wavelengths can connect two OXSs. It is therefore impractical to associate an IP ad-
dress with each end of each physical link, to represent each link as a separate routing adjacency, and to 
advertise and maintain link states for each of these links. For that purpose, G-MPLS specifies two 
mechanisms that can be used to increase the scalability of the addressing and the routing:

•	 Unnumbered links that is links that do not have IP addresses;
•	 Link bundling between LSRs.

  

Link Management Protocol (LMP)

Neighbor discovery protocols identify connectivity between the nodes and their ports. In IP networks, 
this process is done through the OSPF Hello protocol. In the context of G-MPLS the control plane is 
separated from the data plane. A specific neighbor discovery protocol is thus required especially for 
transparent networks using photonics switches (PXCs). LMP provides both link provisioning and fault 
isolation. All LMP messages are IP encoded:

•	 Control Channel Management: establish and maintain control channels between nodes using 
lightweight hello messages that acts as fast keep-alive mechanisms between the nodes;

•	 Link Property Correlation: bundle data bearing links and can change the link parameters; 
•	 Link Connectivity Verification (Optional): verification of the physical connectivity of the data-

bearing links;
•	 Fault Localization (Optional): notification of faults to rapidly localize fiber, link or channel 

failures.

OSPF-TE and IS-IS-TE for GMPLS: Routing Extensions

The routing protocols must support extensions for: 
•	 New link types:

o Non-packet links with their characteristics;
o Protection type for the link;
o Shared risk link group (SRLG);

•	 Forwarding adjacency (FA): an LSP can be advertised into the IGP;
•	 Support for unnumbered interfaces;
•	 Link bundling can be advertised as a single link.

CR-LDP and RSVP-TE for GMPLS: Signaling Extensions

The signaling protocols must support extensions for:

•	 Generalized label that includes for non-packet links additional information to define the required 
circuit (LSP) parameters such as:
o Type of signal;
o Circuit bandwidth
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o Desired protection;
o Position in a particular multiplex;

•	 Bi-directional LSPs, therefore requiring a contention resolution mechanism for labels traveling 
in opposite directions;

•	 Explicit routing with explicit label control;
•	 Support for unnumbered links and link bundling;
•	 Optional are:

o Suggested label: labels can be suggested by the upstream node;
o Label set: labels selected by the downstream node can be restricted by the upstream node;
o Rapid notification of failures (notify messages) for RSVP-TE to ingress node responsible 

for restoring failed LSPs;
o Link protection information;
o Specific label for waveband switching, that is, switching of contiguous wavelengths.

GMPLS for SONET/SDH and DWDM networks

For SONET/SDH and DWDM networks, GMPLS must be adapted for:

•	 Path computation:
o Policy constraints:

•   Strict, loose, abstract node;
•   QoS/CoS;

o SONET/SDH network constraints:
•   Switching/termination capabilities of nodes/interfaces;
•   Available resources on a link;
•   Protection properties of a link;

o DWDM network constraints:
•   Laser tunability;
•   Signal quality;
•   Route diversity.

•	 Routing:
o Switching capabilities:

•     SONET/SDH: multiplexing granularity, concatenation, transparency;
•     DWDM: channel spacing, wavelength, linear impairments, tunable range of lasers;

o Protection capabilities:
•     Unprotected/protected, 1+1, 1:N;

o Available capacity:
•    SONET/SDH: VTs allocated, contiguous blocks allocated, aggregated value per LSP;
•    DWDM: channels used, channels available per LSP (wavelength conversion?).

•	 Signaling: 
o LSPs types:

•    LSP encoding type, identify technology of desired LSP:
o e.g. SONET, SDH or lambda;

•    Signal type, identify the discrete signal comprising this LSP:
o e.g. SONET LSP: STS-1 or VT1.5 or Lambda LSP: 100 GHz or 50 GHz;
o Allows transit switch to identify link connections it can use to switch this LSP;

•    Grouping, identify number of needed connections of a given signal type:
o e.g. 3 STS-1s or 6 lambdas;
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o Allows connections to meet similar routing constraints
o LSPs payload used for termination/adaptation functions at end-points;
o LSPs protection types desired at each hop.
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C H A P T E R  11

Networks and Services

From 1995 to 2001, there has been an explosive growth of Internet traffic, which just before the millen-
nium surpassed voice traffic and will outpace voice for years to come.
But the low margins of Internet applications, declining long distance voice services and the competitive-
ness of the market due to the deregulation of the industry have put pressures on backbone service provid-
ers’ investments. Service providers need now networks that enable them to carry large volume of Inter-
net traffic in the most cost efficient manner.

Network Services 

The privatization of the Internet and the deregulation of the telecommunication industry have changed 
the landscape. Two categories of service providers are emerging:

•	 Specialized service providers providing:
o Access: POTS, Internet, wireless and cable access;
o Applications: VPNs, Web hosting, storage, VoIP, content distribution, security…

•	 Core service providers providing:
o Long distance voice services;
o IP backbone and transport services (Carrier’s carrier).

The nature of services to businesses is changing:

•	 Most traffic is still PBXs and Ethernet requiring now T1 and T3 access;
•	 Fortune 100 are now requesting managed wavelength services; 
•	 Private Lines/Leased Lines and Frame Relay services are moving to VPNs based on IP/MPLS;
•	 Web applications (Web hosting and storage) are outsourced to Internet data centers.

Services to consumers are still basically POTS, Internet and cable access. Wireless, both in businesses 
and consumers, is still growing .

 
Service Networks

Those services, for businesses and consumers, are still operated through a number of disparate or serv-
ice networks:

•	 The Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN);
•	 The Internet;
•	 Some ATM and Frame Relay legacy networks;
•	 Access networks using Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable modems;
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As the Internet is becoming the prevalent traffic type, some service providers are re-engineering their 
networks. A number of factors determined the success of any networking technology in a service pro-
vider network:

•	 Revenue improvement (top line): by improving the service offering:
o Service velocity: time to provision the service for the end-users;
o Service differentiation: QoS guaranteed for end-users providing Service Level Agreements 

(SLAs);
•	 Cost improvement (bottom line):

o Capex: cost to build (implement) the network;
o Opex: cost to own (operate) it.

Some of the new re-engineering trends perceived today include:

•	 Elimination of ATM switches leading to:
o no more n x n meshes;
o reduced routing protocol stress on IP routers;

•	 Frame Relay services are being replaced by IP/MPLS VPNs;
•	 Some PSTN voice traffic is moving to IP/VoIP;
•	 Access networks are being replaced by Ethernet.

Data networks are typically designed with four layers:

•	 IP for applications and services;
•	 ATM for QoS;
•	 SONET/SDH for transport and survivability;
•	 DWDM for increased capacity.

This multi-layer or overlay architecture is too complex to be cost effective and must be contracted to a 
new one where IP runs efficiently over optical transport.

As a result, the core of these service networks is more and more collapsing into two major layers, an IP 
layer and an optical layer:

•	 IP service routers supporting:
o IP service creation;
o Link subscribers to optical transport;
o Any-to-any connection;
o Traffic engineering and QoS/CoS; 

•	 An optical transport supporting:
o Bandwidth;
o Survivability (protection and restoration);
o Service transparency;
o Service differentiation;
o Low transmission costs.
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Network Architecture Evolution

Fundamentally, optical networking is about moving waves over distances, mapping services into waves 
and provisioning, switching and managing light paths.

In the past, optical networks have been deployed using ring-based architecture:

Figure 11-1: SONET/SDH rings

SONET/SDH rings are limited by a number of factors:

•	 Optimized for multiplexing legacy voice traffic;
•	 Introduce numerous OEO conversions;
•	 50% of bandwidth reserved for protection;
•	 Difficult to upgrade.

In addition due to the growth of IP traffic, the service delivery requirements of optical networks are 
changing:

•	 Growing demand to interconnect IP routers (through OC-48c and OC-192c);
•	 OC-768 and 10 GE services;
•	 Reduced provisioning times;
•	 Service differentiation.

And new optical network elements either opto electrical (in that case the network is said to be opaque), 
or all optical (in that case the network is said to be transparent) are being designed:

•	 Optical Switches (OXC): provide end-to-end paths routing, protection and restoration:
o Interconnect sub networks (can be all-optical);
o Scalable;
o OEO-based using transponders;
o Switching light path layers (end-to-end);
o Use large switching fabric;
o Replacing DCS.

•	 Photonic Switches (PXC) or Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS): provide wavelengths switch-
ing and routing, monitoring and protection switching at the wave layer: 
o Provides small all-optical networks (under 10 nodes);
o Not-scalable;
o OOO-based;
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o Switching wavelength layers (hundreds of wavelengths at the transport layer);
o Using many small switches (3D MEMS).

And new IP routing platforms with:

•	 Forwarding at wire-rate for 40-bytes packets;
•	 Performance independent of load;
•	 OC-48c/OC-192c interfaces;
•	 Supporting traffic engineering and QoS/CoS;
•	 Classification and filtering at wire rate.

Therefore, core optical networks will be architect with:

•	 An IP and an optical layer;
•	 Optical switches replacing SONET digital cross connects interconnecting:

o Photonic switches for all-optical sub-networks;
o IP core routers;

•	 Mesh topologies replacing rings;
•	 Universal control plane (G-MPLS);
•	 SONET as a framing and survivability technology in the core will still being used until MPLS 

provides an alternative for a two layers network.

Figure 11-2: Moving to a Two Layers Network
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Figure 11-3: Optical Core Architecture

Metro networks will be architect for sometime with SONET rings for multiplexing legacy traffic and 
will move to optical Ethernet.

Figure 11-4: Future IP Optical Architecture
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In the meantime, possible transport of IP over optical networks will be provided by multiple alterna-
tives:

Figure 11-5: IP Over Optical
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C H A P T E R  12

Ethernet over SONET/SDH

Packet Over SONET/SDH (PoS)

PoS has been standardized within the IETF through RFC 1662, RFC 1990 and RFC 2615. The ITU-T 
expanded this work by specifying the use of LAPS (very similar protocol to PPP/HDLC) and specifying 
IP over LAPS in X.85/Y.1321 and Ethernet over LAPS in X.86/Y1323. 

The IP traffic coming to an Ethernet port is encapsulated over a PPP link and multiple ports can be en-
capsulated over ML-PPP links. By using an HDLC framing, the PPP traffic is transporting over the 
SONET/SDH payload. 

All these encapsulation mechanisms suffer from the inherent deficiencies of HDLC framing which intro-
duces variable packet sizes because of its trailer and suffers from limited protection from corruption of 
flag, address etc…

Ethernet Over SONET/SDH (EoS)

A number of significant enhancements have been made recently to better use the existing SONET/SDH 
transport infrastructure for data services. These include the Generic Framing Protocol (GFP) (ITU-T 
G.7041/Y.1303), Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) (ITU-T G.707/Y.1322) and the Link Capacity Adjust-
ment (LCAS) (ITU-T G.7042/Y.1305). EoS by combining GFP, VCAT and LCAS provides improved 
bandwidth efficiently for data transport while allowing the Service Provider to operate its SONET/SDH 
transport network.

Generic Framing Procedure (GFP)

GFP defines a mapping of client data signals into SONET/SDH payloads in order to allow SONET/
SDH to transport non-TDM traffic more efficiently. GFP provides two major benefits. First, it gives one 
uniform mechanism to transport any data type over SONET/SDH. Second, its encapsulation mechanism 
is superior to HDLC without the layer processing of ATM.

•	 GFP provides a flexible and robust encapsulation technology that supports both fixed and variable 
length frame;

•	 Unlike HDLC, GFP does not use any special character for frame delineation;
•	 GFP generalizes the ATM frame delineation mechanism to encapsulate variable length frames. Its 

frame delineation is based on the length of the current payload and an error control check;
•	 GFP defines two types of client signals:

o Frame-mapped GFP for PDU-oriented signals such as IP/PPP or Ethernet MAC;
o Transparent-mapped GFP for block-oriented signals such as Fiber Channel and 

ESCON.
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•	 GFP Frame Structure:
o Core header (4 bytes) to support GFP-specific data link information;
o Payload:

•   Payload header (4 to 64 bytes) to support data link information specific to the client sig-
nal in particular the client signal type;

•    Payload information (from 0 to 65,535 bytes)
•    Payload Frame Check Sequence (FCS) (4 bytes): optional. 

•	 GFP Frame Types:
o Client frames which include:

•    Client data frames
•    Client management frames

o Control frames which include:
•    Idle frames
•   OA&M frames

•	 GFP Client-Independent Processes:
o Frame delineation
o Header and payload scrambling
o Client frame multiplexing

•	 GFP Client-Specific Processes:
o Frame-mapped GFP clients consist of variable length packets. In that mode, each client frame 

is mapped entirely into one GFP frame.
o For transparent-mapped GFP clients, the individual characters of the signal are de mapped 

from the 8B/10B client block and then mapped into periodic 64B/66B fixed-length GFP frames 
rather than buffering an entire frame of client data into its own GFP.

Figure 12-1: GFP Frame Format
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Virtual Concatenation (VCAT)

Two approaches exist for concatenation: contiguous and virtual. Both solutions provide concatenated 
bandwidth of X-times Container-N at the path termination. Contiguous concatenation keeps the concate-
nated SONET payload through the whole SONET/SDH transport. Network elements must support con-
tiguous concatenation from the source to the destination and, at every intermediate node.

Virtual Concatenation relaxes the “rigidity” of SONET/SDH payloads originally designed for TDM traf-
fic. VCAT allows the concatenation of multiple payload frames from VT1.5 to STS-3c SPE to better 
scale the requirements for incremental data bandwidth.

VCAT provides a much more efficient use of the transport bandwidth for data user interfaces. With 
VCAT, an OC-48 link can carry two full Gb Ethernet with 95% of the link used through 7 virtual STS-
3c instead of one Gb Ethernet with 42% of the link used through an STS-48c.

Furthermore since VCG members are not constrained to the same path, VCAT allows a more efficient 
use of the capacity of the different routes in the network.

•	 VCAT breaks the initial SONET payload at the source into individuals Virtual Containers 
(VC);

•	 Each VC is part logically of a Virtual Concatenated Group (VCG);
•	 Each VCG member is routed and transported individually across the SONET/SDH transport 

network and is recombined with the other VCs at the destination node to form the whole 
VCG;

•	 Network elements must support virtual concatenation at the source and at the destination. 
But intermediate nodes do not need to be aware of the virtual concatenation; 

•	 VCAT can be provided in two different ways:
o High-Order: for STS-M-Nv where n indicates the number of STS-m virtually 

concatenated.
•     M can be equal to 1 (STS-1) or 3 (STS-3c);
•     N can vary from 0 to 255;

o Low-Order: for VT-M-Nv where n indicates the number of VT-m virtually 
concatenated. 

•     M can be equal to 1.5, 2, 3 and 6;
•      N can vary from 0 to 64.

•	 Because different VCAT members can take different routes in the network, VCAT needs to 
deal with two major constraints:
o propagation delays associated with individual VCs;
o keeping the logical sequence of the VCs;

•	 The differential delay has to be compensated and the individual VCs have to be realigned in 
order to reassemble the original byte stream at the termination path;

•	 To do so, VCAT defines two indicators the Multi-Frame Indicator (MFI) and the Se-
quence Indicator Field (SQ);

•	 For HO, MFI and SQ are communicated using the H4 byte into the SONET path overhead;
•	 For LO, MFI is communicated using the K4 (Z7) byte path overhead, bits 1 and 2. SQ is a 

6-bit field and its range is 0-64. It is carried in the bit 2 of the K4 (Z7) byte.
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Figure 12-2: VCAT Efficiency Comparisons

Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) 

LCAS is a signaling protocol for sizing virtually concatenated paths. With LCAS, VCG can be re-
sized at any time without disturbing network traffic.

•	 Virtual concatenation can be used without LCAS, but LCAS itself requires virtual concatena-
tion;

•	 LCAS signaling messages are exchanged to change the number of VC between the source 
and the destination of the path;

•	 The number of VC can be increased or decreased without any frames lost therefore increas-
ing or decreasing the capacity of the VCG link;

•	 LCAS provides as well a means of removing links that have experienced failures;
•	 The VC in fault is detected and removed automatically from the VCG;
•	 LCAS signaling is provided through control packets that enable the synchronization of 

changes. Control packet contain information sent from So to Sk and from Sk to So in the ca-
pacity of the transmitter (source) (So) and the receiver (sink) (Sk) that are path terminating;

•	 For HO, LCAS messages are carried in bits 1-4 of the H4 byte. For LO, they are communicated in 
bit 2 of the Z7 byte.

LCAS has been designed to operate both with management systems for the set-up and release of VC but 
can also operate with emerging GMPLS-based control plane responsible for network path set-up and 
teardown. 

The use of LCAS provides an effective way for the Service Provider to change the bandwidth allocated. 
Provisioning quickly the right bandwidth at any time is a major operations management goal of Service 
Providers.
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C H A P T E R  13

VPNs and Differentiated Services

VPNs are private networks constructed over a shared infrastructure. They can be optical or IP-based. 
VPONs, optical VPNs, allow an end-user dedicated wavelengths between different locations through a 
shared infrastructure. IP VPNs provide dedicated IP services between different locations over a shared 
IP network. There are two kinds of IP VPNs: CPE (Customer Premise Equipment) and network-
based.

CPE-based solutions involve data tunneling or encryption at the customer site:

•	 Tunneling: using the Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) or the Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol 
(PPTP);

•	 Encryption: using IPSec.

Network-based solutions involve routing the customer VPN traffic across the service provider network 
through:

•	 Layer 2 VPNs: using the Martini encapsulation, all LAN services are provided through an IP/
MPLS transport network;

•	 Layer 3 VPNs: BGP and MPLS are used together to create VPNs in the same way as Frame 
Relay or ATM were;

•	 Virtual Routing: different forwarding tables are established within the same physical router, one 
for each customer site.

Virtual Private Wire Services (VPWS)

Pseudo-Wire Edge-To-Edge (PW3E) provides a framework to emulate circuit and packet services over 
an IP or MPLS transport network. Using the PW3E framework, Virtual Private Wire Services (VPWS) 
provides:

•	 Point-to-point Layer 2 services, similar to ATM/FR services, using tunnels over a PSN;
•	 All services are emulated like Virtual Circuits (VC);
•	 VC are carried over pseudo-wires (PW) which provides point-to-point Layer 2 connection;
•	 The end-user can keep the same Layer 2 connections from its CE to the PE.
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Figure: 13-1 PWE3E Reference Architecture

The VPWS accomplishes three major functions:

•	 Encapsulation of circuit data or PDUs at the ingress;
•	 Carrying the encapsulated data across the tunnel;
•	 Managing the signaling, timing, order, OAM and specific aspects of the service.

The protocol layers involved in a PW are:

Payload: Circuit (TDM, SONET), Cell 
(ATM/FR), Packet (Ethernet)

Encapsulation of the circuit data or PDUs

Multiplexing of the Virtual Circuits

Tunneling: L2TPv3 or MPLS shim

Packet Network: IPv4/v6 or MPLS

The “Martini” drafts provide an encapsulation method for Layer 2 frames over IP and MPLS:

•	 Tunnel Label: label defining the path through the network;
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•	 Demultiplexer Field: distinguish individual emulated virtual circuits (VC) within a single tunnel;
•	 Emulated VC Encapsulation Field (known as control word):  contains specific header informa-

tion about the enclosed PDU for FR and ATM;
•	 The layer 2 header fields may be discarded at the ingress;
•	 Layer 2 payloads supported are:

o Ethernet/VLAN, PPP/HDLC
o Frame Relay,  ATM AAL5, ATM Cell

Figure 13-2: Martini Encapsulation

Using Martini encapsulation, Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS) is provided through the following steps:

•   Ingress device strips the Ethernet preamble and FCS;
•   Ethernet header and payload are transported;
•   New MPLS Ethernet header (type 0x8847) and new FCS is added to MPLS Ethernet packet.

Figure 13-3: Ethernet over MPLS

The “Malis” draft provides an encapsulation method to emulate SONET/SDH circuits over an IP and 
MPLS network.

Layer 2 VPNs: Virtual Private Lan Services (VPLS)

The primary motivation behind Virtual Private LAN Services (VPLS) is  to provide connectivity 
between geographically dispersed customer sites across MAN/WAN network(s), as if they were 
connected using a 
LAN.
Broadcast and multicast services are available over traditional LANs. MPLS does not support such serv-
ices currently. VPLS extend the Martini draft for transporting Ethernet and VLANs traffic across multi-
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ple sites that belong to the same LAN e.g. broadcast domain. This requires MAC address learning/aging 
on a per LSP basis, packet replication across LSPs for multicast/broadcast traffic and for flooding of un-
known unicast destination traffic.

•   VPLS emulates the various LANs services over an MPLS transport network; 
•   VPLS creates a Layer 2 broadcast domain through an Ethernet learning bridge model;
•   The MPLS network acts as a LAN switch;
•   PE devices are required to dynamically learn MAC addresses on physical ports and on VC LSPs;
MAC address are learned and aged on a per LSP basis;
To support standard Ethernet bridging, packet are replicated across LSPs for broadcast and multicast 

traffic and for flooding of unknown unicast traffic;
Includes hierarchical VPLS.

Figure 13-4: VPLS Reference Architecture

Figure 13-5: VPLS VPNs
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Layer 3 VPNs: BGP MPLS VPNs

BGP- MPLS VPNs, defined in IETF RFC 2547bis, are deployed with the following mechanisms:

•	 Customer-Service Provider Route Connection:
o An IP router, called customer edge (CE), at the customer site provides access to the service 

provider network;
o An IP router at the edge of the provider site, called provider edge (PE), supporting MPLS, is 

used by the service provider to operate the customer VPN;  
•	 Service Provider Route Distribution:

o VPN routes get communicated from the CE to the PE (through OSPF or E-BGP);
o PE propagates the VPN routes, called VPN routing and forwarding (VRF), to its PE peers 

using MP-iBGP e.g. I-BGP with:
•    BGP community; 
• BGP multi protocol extensions:

•	 Since customers can use private addresses and private addresses cannot be 
routed in the Internet, addresses must be re-written. VPN-IPv4 is the new ad-
dress format (formed using a route distinguisher (RD) and the customer IPv4 
prefix addresses). BGP Multi protocol extensions is used to carry those VPN-
IPv4 addresses;  

o VPN traffic is forwarded across the provider’s network between PEs connected to the sites 
of the customer VPN using MPLS LSP in a mesh topology.

Figure 13-6: BGP MPLS Reference Architecture
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Figure 13-7: BGP-MPLS VPNs

Figure 13-8: BGP-MPLS VPN-IPv4 Addresses

Further developments of BGP/MPLS VPNs include various access tunnel technologies such as 
IPSec and L2TP for the CE-PE link.

Differentiated Services and Quality of Services (QoS)

There are two fundamental reasons for service providers to operate networks supporting differentiated 
and quality of services:

•	 First, to provide differentiated service offering to their customer bases;
•	 Second, to engineer their networks rightly, instead of over-provisioning it, which is a more costly 

alternative. A network engineered with Quality or Classes of Services (QoS/CoS) will have in-
creased performance through a more efficient use of its resources.

There are three types of services that can be designed with Internet networks:

•	 Best Effort (or variable service): this is the basic service that IP provides;
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•	 Integrated Services (InterServ or constant service): a network reservation model for IP net-
works similar to circuit switching. For a given traffic flow, the resources in the network are re-
served, using a signaling protocol such as RSVP, and maintained for the duration of that traffic 
flow which requested such a service;

•	 Differentiated Services (DiffServ or customized service): a differentiated routing priority model 
for IP packets. Packets are routed selectively according to their required service levels called Diff-
Serv in the network.

The InterServ architecture suffered from scaling challenges because of the requirement to reserve re-
sources per flow.
The DiffServ architecture provides a class of service to a flow of packets going to the same destination 
and requiring the same QoS:

•	 Packets with the same classification are routed with the same priority using routers’ buffers and 
queuing capabilities. This packet forwarding technique is called per-hop behavior (PHB);

•	 PHB specifies DS (DiffServ) domains in the differentiated services network;
•	 Packets are classified and marked within the DS domain using the IP TOS 8 bits field (of which 2 

bits are unused) and called differentiated services codepoint (DSCP) field. The DSCP indicates 
the particular behavior a packet is to receive at each router;

•	 Packets with the same DSCP are called behavior aggregate (BA);
•	 DSCP specifies a class of service (3 bits) and drop precedence (3 bits) (e.g. marks relative impor-

tance of a packet within a class). Therefore, 8 CoS can be defined and 64 DiffServ;
•	 The three classes of services defined by DSCP are:

o Expedited forward (EF);
o Assured forward (AF);
o Best effort (BE).

DiffServ can be combined with MPLS, as defined in IETF RFC 3270, so that DiffServ BAs can be man-
aged through a traffic engineering framework. Different BAs can be assigned to different paths, optimiz-
ing the network load and ensuring that the QoS are more likely to be met. Two approaches exist:

•	 L-LSP or label-inferred-PHB LSP: one FEC per PHB so that transit LSRs can infer the 
proper PHB without having to look inside the packet for the DSCP. The DSCP is mapped to 
the label;

•	 E-LSP or EXP-inferred-PHB LSP: one FEC for a group of PHB. The DSCP drop precedence is 
mapped to the EXP field (3 bits) of the MPLS label providing an FEC for up to 8 BAs. 

In large networks L-LSP can require too much traffic engineering, so E-LSP is a somewhat valuable al-
ternative.
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C H A P T E R  14

Network Management

Network Management Systems for optical equipment are inspired by three standards from the telecom-
munication and data communication worlds:

•	 The Telecommunication Management Network (TMN). TMN is an ITU standard, recommenda-
tion M3010, that led to most of the design of SONET/SDH and ATM transmission and switching 
management systems;

•	 The OSI management framework from ISO that defines a set of OSI protocols;
•	 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) specified by the IETF, initially used in IP LANs 

devices and now in any IP optical transport or switching equipment.

Telecommunication Management Network (TMN)

TMN is a network of management systems in which each system manages a section of the telecommuni-
cation network and cooperates with others. TMN defines a functional approach to network management. 
And, management information in TMN networks are transferred through a dedicated data communica-
tion network (DCC).

Figure 14-1: TMN Model

•	 Business: manage the enterprise planning and goals;
•	 Service:  manage the pair: customers, services;
•	 Network: end-to-end management of the network;
•	 Element: management of a sub network.

TMN defines the functions of a management system:

•	 Operations Systems (OSF): responsible for the overall management;
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•	 Network Element (NEF): managed network element;
•	 Workstation (WSF): user interface;
•	 Q-adapter (QAF): convert TMN information to non-TMN elements;
•	 Mediation (MF): mediation between an OSF and a NEF.

Q3 is the interface between the OSF and the QAF, the MF, the NEF and other OSF within the same 
TMN. 
ITU has also defined ASN.1, an abstract syntax language to represent application data.

OSI FCAPS Model

The OSI FCAPS management model is a combination of five functional areas:

•	 Fault Management: network faults;
•	 Configuration Management: network element provisioning;
•	 Accounting Management: service data for financial analysis;
•	 Performance Management: network behavior;
•	 Security Management: network security.

And management components: 

•	 The Manager: the application at the management station;
•	 The Agent: the application at the network element.
•	 The Management Information Base (MIB): the set of managed objects that present a logical view 

of the resources being managed;
•	 The Management Protocol.

The management protocol is an OSI 7 layers stack:

•	 The application layer include:
o Common Management Information Services (CMISE): define a set of services to the 

management applications (M-Get, M-Set, M-Delete, M-Create, M-Action and M-Cancel-
Get);

o Two sub-layers: ACSE (for association between services and applications) and ROSE (for 
remote applications);

•	 The Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP): include CMISE application layer into a 
7 layers OSI stack.

A managed objects has four characteristics:

•	 Attributes;
•	 Operations;
•	 Notifications;
•	 Behavior.

Objects are specified using OSI’s GDMO (Guideline for Definition of Managed Objects).
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Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

Implemented over UDP and based on the client-server model, SNMP provides operations management 
of IP devices. SNMPv1 messages were:

•	 Get-Request: request information from the manager;
•	 Get-Response: response from the agent to the manager;
•	 Get-Next-Request: follow-up from the manager on a get-response;
•	 Set-Request: configuration of some information by the manager;
•	 Trap: unsolicited message sent by to the agent generally to notify an event to the manager.

The data structure of an SNMP agent is called a Management Information Base (MIB). The variables in 
a MIB are described using ASN.1. ASN.1 uses a hierarchical namespace to guarantee that all MIB 
names are globally unique while still allowing subgroups to assign parts of the namespace.

SNMPv2 enhances v1 with security mechanisms, authentication and encryption, of SNMP mes-
sages, can operate with non-IP networks and add the following two messages:

•	 Inform-request: request information to another manager and thereby allows communica-
tion between systems;

•	 Get-bulk-request: request at the same time a number of information from the manager.

SNMPv3 is trying to enhance again SNMP administration and security through authentication, pri-
vacy and access control. Managers and agents are called entity. And an entity includes an engine 
and an application.

Figure 14-2: SNMP Entity

SNMP applications:

•	 Command generators: generate SNMP commands to collect or set management data;
•	 Command responders: provide access to management data. Processing “Get” is done for 

instance by the command responder;
•	 Notification originators: initiate trap or inform messages;
•	 Notification receivers: receive and process trap or inform messages;
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•	 Proxy forwarders: forward messages between SNMP entities.

SNMP engine:

•	 Dispatcher: send and receive messages;
•	 Message Processing Subsystem: prepare messages to be sent and extracting data from 

received messages;
•	 Security Subsystem: provide security services such as authentication and encryption;
•	 Access Control Subsystem: determine access permissions to a managed object.

SNMPv3 has a new format message:

Figure 14-3: SNMPv3 Format Message

SNMPv3 introduces report PDU that provide engine-to-engine communication and are processed 
directly by the SNMPv3 Message Processing Model.

 
CORBA AND JAVA

As network management systems are designed with distributed object-oriented technologies, the 
Common Object Request Broker (CORBA) from the Object Management Group (OMG) is becom-
ing more critical for management applications.

CORBA is an open software bus on which object components written by different vendors can interoper-
ate across network and operating systems. The object interfaces are specified by the Interface Definition 
Language (IDL) from the Object Management Group (OMG). CORBA is based on the client/server 
model and therefore all CORBA objects are server-side interface implementation objects. CORBA ob-
jects can be located anywhere on a network, interact with objects on other computer platforms and be 
written in any language.
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Figure 14-4: Object Request Broker

CORBA defines a set of services:

•	 Naming: allow CORBA server to register any of its objects and therefore allowing any client to 
locate an object;

•	 Event: for asynchronous messaging;
•	 Security: provide secured object invocation and message passing;
•	 Persistent: enable CORBA objects to become persistent in databases.

Like CORBA, all management applications are using Java but no standard based on Java has been yet 
established. Sun Microsystems has just launched Java Management Extensions (JMX) an agent environ-
ment based on Mbeans.
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Appendix: ATM, Frame Relay and X.25 
Packet Switching

Although other packet technologies have not grown in a commercial success as has IP and the Internet, 
they are still very much providing valuable concepts which must be understood to better define present 
and future Internet technologies.

X.25 and Frame Relay

X.25 is a packet switching protocol, connection-oriented and based on virtual circuit technology for data 
applications. X.25 integrates the first three OSI layers. The physical layer is X.21, the data link layer is 
LAP B, a variant of HDLC and the network layer is X.25.
X.25 is a very reliable protocol that allowed sending packets at speeds up to 64 Kb/s. Because a number 
of terminals did not have the interface to communicate with X.25 networks, Packet Assembler Disassem-
bler (PADs) were used.

Frame Relay can be viewed as a faster X.25 but with minimum error detection and recovery.  Frame Re-
lay integrates only the first two OSI layers (T1, LAP F) but provides transmission speeds up to T1. Vir-
tual circuits are identified using the data link congestion identifier (DLCI), which maps the logical link 
to the physical facility. A congestion control mechanism is provided through forward/backward explicit 
congestion notification (FECN/BECN) that simply discards frames during congestion.

Frame Relay has been used by service providers mainly for “virtual” leased lines or private networks 
(VPNs) services for data applications.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

ATM is a packet switching protocol for high-speed broadband networks, initially B-ISDN (Integrated 
Service Digital Networks), for 155 Mps and above, designed to be a general-purpose connection-
oriented service for LANs and WANs, voice and data applications.

B-ISDN defines a protocol reference model (PRM):

•	 User Plane: transfer of user information including flow control and error recovery;
•	 Control Plane: call and connection control including signaling;
•	 Management Plane: network supervision;
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Figure Appendix 1: B-ISDN Protocol Reference

•	 ATM is data-rate independent and switches using fixed 53-bytes cells that can be transported over 
different physical media;

•	 ATM is asynchronous meaning cells associated to the same connection may exhibit an irregular 
recurrence pattern;

•	 ATM reserves network resources for user applications based on bandwidth and QoS requirements 
through either permanent (PVC) or switched (SVC) virtual channels;

•  ATM switches support two kinds of interfaces: user-network interface (UNI) and network-network 
interface (NNI). UNI connects an ATM end system to an ATM switch and NNI connects two ATM 
switches belonging to two different networks.

Figure Appendix 2: ATM Cell Structure

The ATM layer switches the cells based on virtual channels identified by their VPI/VCI information. 
VCI (virtual channel) is a logical connection between two ATM nodes and a VPI (virtual path) is an ag-
gregation of VCIs. The ATM layer provides a 5-byte header information.
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Figure Appendix 3: ATM Cell Header

Figure Appendix 4: ATM Payload Type Field

The ATM adaptation layer (AAL) maps different kinds of traffics into and out of the cells to form a 53-
byte cell. The AALs have two logical sub layers: the Convergence Sublayer (CS), that provides an inter-
face to the applications, and the segmentation and reassembly sublayer (SAR), that generates the pay-
load of the cell.

•	 The ITU defines 4 classes of user traffic:
o Class A for such applications as voice and circuit emulation;
o Class B for packet video;
o Class C for Frame Relay and X.25;
o Class D for IP;

•	 These classes are supported by 4 types of AAL for which different QoS can be associated: CBR 
(constant bit rate), VBR (variable bit rate), UBR (unspecified bit rate) and ABR (available bit 
rate).
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Figure Appendix 5: Services Classes Transported over ATM

•	 To provide the required QoS to the applications, ATM has the following traffic management capa-
bilities:
o Resource management: to allocate network resources;
o Connection admission control: to allocate and track bandwidth usage per call;
o Usage parameter control (UPC): to ensure traffic source to conform to the traffic contract it 

has established with the network. UPC has two mechanisms:
• Generic cell rate algorithm;
• Traffic shaping;

o Congestion control: to detect and react to congestion.

The UNI signaling, last version being v4.0, is adapted from ITU Q.2931 used for ISDN. In order to es-
tablish a connection, ATM supports two kind of addressing: individual, only for an ATM switch, or for a 
group of ATM switches. ATM addresses are modeled after those of the OSI NSAP (Network Service Ac-
cess Point).

The PNNI signaling v0 was called IISP (Interim Inter-switch Signaling Protocol) and based on UNI 3.1. 
PNNI v1 supports UNIv3.1 and partially v4.0 and includes a routing protocol to distribute topology in-
formation between switching systems. PNNIv1 scales to large networks.

For managing networks, ATM defines OAM cells. The ATM forum has defined a reference model for 
network management with different interfaces within the network: (M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5) and a 
link view of the configuration and fault parameters of the UNI called ILMI (Integrated Local Manage-
ment Interface).

Other ATM functions defined by the ATM forum:
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•	 LAN emulation: to interconnect legacy enterprise networks;
•	 IP over ATM;
•	 MPOA (Multiprotocol Over ATM): to provide a unified service for Layer 3 protocols;
•	 FUNI (Frame-based UNI);
•	 Circuit emulation service: for CBR traffic similar to TDM:
•	 ATM IMA (Inverse Multiplexing): to provide higher access rates through the aggregation of 

multiple channels into a larger one.



References: Standard Organizations

To learn about the complete network protocols, always go directly to the source…

IETF: www.ietf.org

ITU-T: www.itu.org

OIF: www.oiforum.org

IEEE: www.ieee.org
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